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Saving the Fa th er

Students Recovering After Stabbing
Students to Appeal
· .
Removal of Chaplin At Weekend Fraternity Party
By Ki-:mn- A,:,. H ,>.111:ro-i
Hilltop Staff Writer

By Jos1,r S,\\,, rR
Hilltop Staff writer

embers of the
Absalom Jones
Camebury Student
Association and
other affiliates ar" not conceding
their efforts to ,ave tht po,t of the
Episcopalian/Anglican Chuplain, r--- ....
as they appeal the decision to
replace Rev. J. CMleton Hayden,
Ph.D. after May 3 1>1.
Students ;md suprorters continue to pursue their cause to have
the Bi,hop of the Wa,hington
Diocese. Rig.ht Rev. Jane Holmes
Dixon reconsider her option not
1er :md may not fo,1er a
t<i renew Hayden\ contract.
smooth transition from one ChapAbsalom Jones President.
lain to another." Raphael said.
Stephanie Bland now ,pea1head,
Father Hayden continues 10
a new campaign 10 go along with
serve the I toward Community
petitions-a letter drive. This ne\\
wilh the same vigor a11d zeal he
strategy come, in wake of v. hat
had on lirst day a, he approaches
was deemed an unsuccessful
what is slated Lo be his last
meeting with Bi,hop Dixon
semester a, Chaplain. " I will not
where she declined 10 com111cn1
allov. this situation to dntnpen my
on her retic,ons for terminating the
,pi1i1, ordcp1css me. I nm doing
University's Anglican/Episcothe will of God and I will continpalian Chaplain of sc,en years.
ue my ministry here at Howard
The Hilltop made ,c,eral
University 10 the best of my abili auempts 10 contact Di>.on, howty." Hayden ,aid.
ever. she declined 10 ,peak on the
The Anglican/Episcopalian
maucr.
ministr) extends beyond those
Among the participants in the
who ancnd Bible stuclic, or to
letter clrh·c crusade 1~ the Roman
those who ari: even
Catholic Chaplain Fathe1 John
Anglican/Epi,copahan. Omowalc
Raphael, SSJ R.tphad is ,urElson. Ph.D. an Howard nlulJlni is
pnscd am! ~addcned by the
aho penning a lcner to the Bi,h•
prospect of !la)~kn 1101 returning
op.
I;hor, h'M'J .._ rh,11 son11.•11u111.~'in the foll
Raphael ,aid change ,,
loll0\\<I-,. tnn provide valu.,bk
inevitable and III the be,t of cirinfo1mation 1ha1 would help leadcumstances ii "challengmg to
ers to rnake informed c.kcisions.
part with the old and mnke way
Elson, a Spiritual Baptist. mainfor the new. however. proper Iran•
tain, that Father Ha)den extended
snion is critical especially for
his mimstry 10 all who might
campu~ n11n1Mrie~.
come.
"I wrote a lencr to Bi,hop
"Dunng my tenure a, a graduate
Dixon expressing my respect for
,1uclcn1 at Howard llni,ersit).
her deci,ion. but also highlighting Father Hayden provided me the
the need for a po"1hle 1crnnsidsame spiritu.tl counsd and cider
eration." Raphael sai<l
shtp as he did Episcopalian stu
In this case ,1uclcn1s foci their
d(!nl\. 1\,u m...·mori:il experience,
concerns and needs were not
were the educational trip we took
taken into account when this
to South Africa in 1999 and a
decision was made. This is likely
recognition ccrcmml)' held for
to negati,cl)• impact on the minis• Epi,copalran giaduates of

A party Saturday night nearly turned fatal when three Howard University students were s1:1bbcd outside of a house in the 100 block of V Street
N.W.
Damian Walker. 'fauric Rice and Donald Clark were stabbed multiple
time, by an unknown iroup of suspects. Metropolitan Police officials did
not relca,e the police repo1·1by pl'ess time.
Walker. Rice and Clark arc alI members of the Howard Univer,il) football team. Walke,. a 2 1-ycnr-old from Sacramento was ,tabbed one time in
1he'back while trying 10 help Clark, who was stabbed 1wo times. Rice wns
stuck seven times, including once near his throat. The three men were
taken 10 Howard University hospital ,honly after I A.M. None of the victims knew the men who ~tabbed them.
Clark, a 22-year-old from North Carolina and Rice, a 20- ycnr-old nbo

M

from Norll1 Carolina. were released from the hospital Sunda)' afternoon.
Walker remained in the intcnsivc care un it :I\ early a, yesterday morning
with internal bleeding and hemorrhaging.
The , tabbing occurred shortly after midnight when the three were leaving an o,ercrowded house party. What <tarted out a, a small altercation
with some District resident, latcr turned into a fig.ht and then a stabbing,
Walker said.
" II happened so fast that after I got hit I was ju,1 trying to grab my guys
because they (the suspects) were not trying 10 really light,.. Walker said
from his hospital bed Sunda)•.
Walker ,aid that he wiis pushed up against another man at the party.
Walker ,aid )le argued with the man for a moment and then the suspect
reached into hb pocket and pulled 0111 a weapon. The light broke out
when one of the 111en allegedly slapped Cl:1rk in the face outside of the
party.
While Walker wa, trying 10 help Clark fight, Rice s1nr1ed lighting with
another individual in the group. Two other suspects joined in and stabbed
him multiple time,. Police broke the pnrty up when they arrived on the
scene.

Assembly
Approves
Amendments

Chinatown Rings in the New Year

Bv Co11t;, Cl , ,1,G11,"
Campu, Editor

Please See Chaplin A5

Note to Readers.
The Hilltop apologizes for the lack of papers on can1pus Tuesday. Several thousand copies of the paper were
stolen fron1 main campus, several dormitories and the
Howard University Bookstore. An investigation into
this incident is pending. Any tips you might have about
this you can contact Dana Williams in the office of Stu- '
dent Activites. Some of the stories appearing on the
front page and throughout the paper ran on Tuesday,
so The Hilltop decided to run them again

T

ht )ear orthr l lo~e pn.·,ent\ a lime for lt.ul'l)t' tlrnt eekhrJte the fhht\''ll' ' l ' \ \ \C;.tr lo MJm,,hi,, :ind
partirip,He in co111m1,111it)' nr1i, itir-.. l..n'it "eekend. eommunit) ,troup, paid "IJ)edal t rihute to thr rich
hhtor) lhat nm~c, up the Chine~e Ne\, ) t'M,

Fall Registration Period Rescheduled to April 1

Co\lPILt o mo" SI ur Rt·PoRTS

-Round the do<k e/101)/Jiltg at the Tik
1bk..... A2

·Sttulems win de.~(i:11 come.\l......A..J

-Aki Tlwmns mu/ r111tlrea Ganlner:
HtK>/> pn?filn. ...8 I

,

After more than three hours of discu~sion. the Howard Unisersity General Assembly decided on what
amendments 10 put before the ,1uden1
body in a referendum.
General Election, Chair Khnlfanie
Walker and HUSA president. Stefanie
Bro"n, presented the General Assembly with 12 amendments for con,ider;uion.
.. fhese amendment, arc 10 clanf)
points 1h:11 ore eh,uuy in lhc consutu,
lion ... Walker said a., he a<ldn:s-cd rJie
Gene, al Assembly
The first article of the HUSA constitution to come under ,;;crutin)' was
Article I An amend111cn1 to Section '.?;
Item 7 '"" propo,cd ,o that the item
would include clubs and organli.a
lion,. Thl, amcn<lment wa, propo,cd
to clarify that ,tudent organiwllon,
arc undc, the jurisdiction of lllJS \
how~w1 , it amcnJmc"lt v ·a, nol
a1>prnv&J
The ne.xt amendment, to remove nil
gender-bia,ed language from the
HUSA constitution. wa, unanimou,ly
approved by the ,Mcmbly
Brown and Walker next presented
the a"embly with an amendment 10
make c,mdtdate good academic standing be left up to the HUSA policy
board and their vanous schooh and
college,.
Whik aS\cmbly members agreed
with th pohc) 1-cqumng <1udcms to
confine to their , arious school, {'Uide•
line,, some members disagreed with
the addition of the MUSA Policy
Board.
"The HUSA policy board cannot
overrule the ,chools.'' ,aid Nichole
Plen11• Se,• Aueml,h: 82

Howard University hn, moved the Fall registration period, slated 10 start March 25. back to
April I in order 10 allow select employees to
anen<l a national Systems and Computer Technology (SCT) Summit.
According to Dr. Carmen Cannon. Associate
Vice President for Enrollment Management, the
rescheduling of the rcgis1rn1ion period wi ll not
adversely affect students.
"Students wi ll benefit from the rescheduling;
students will ha,c the entire support staff on
campus during registration period, they will
have additional time to meet with their advisors.
and also 111~-ct financial obligal ions priorto
Gener.ti ~landatory Rcg1>trat ion," Cannon said
SCT is the company 1ha1 markets the Banner
suite of software. Banner is a comprehensive
application suite of integrated products. supporting major activities and functions al ~,e
Univcr,i1y: 10 date the Howard has implement-

ed Banner Student. Banner Finanrial Aid, and
Banner Web for Student. commonly referred 10
as Bison Web.
The SCT Summit h an annual event. this year
it wi ll be held in Anaheim, California from
11arch 24-27. Information Systems and Services (ISAS) will be ,ending nine people
Also in aucndancc will be representative,
from front line service unih such as Enrollment
Management. Student Financial Services,
Financial Aid. nnd Residence Life.
Advisors hail the mo,e ns n great step in the
right direction.
"Any anempt 10 make Banner more assessable and user friendly 10 students, faculty. nnd
staff is a wonderful iden." snys Samuel
Paschall. Assistant Dean of Student Affairs in
the School of Business. "I also hope that students will u,c lhi, additional week to meet with
their advisor, abou1 thcar acaJcmic progre,~
and standing for the upcoming ,cmeMer."
School of Communication Education Advisor,
Dr. Trevor Leiba approves any move 10 impro,e
the Banner system. "h is critical that we grow

with Banner: knowledge of upgrades and sys1e111 modification will only make things beuer
[or our system now nnd in the future;· Leiba
said
Stcph:1nie Brown, HUSA President, says she
ha, ,een great improvement s,nce her freshman
year. fall 99. " Initially the ,taff was 1101 fully
equipped with the skills nece,,;ary to cfli:ctivcly
operate the Banner ,y,1em. but there hns been
much improvement i11 that cap,1ci1y with most
of the initiation problems ironed ou1." Brown
,aid.
Amanda Poindexter. Associnte Director of
Applications Systems. maintains that like any
other ~ystem, when Banner Student was first
implemented. the Uni,~rsit)' experienced the
usual pains associated with the accommodation
10 new practices and technologies. "The summit
ts a pcrfocl forum for Howard Umscrsity ,1aff
lO exchange ideas and information with their
counterparts from other c,,llege, and universities," says Poindexter.
Please Sfe Regi.~rmriori ,is
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Do you plan to utilize the
Tik Tok machine?

"Probably, yeah. It is prelty convenient
and I no1iccd that'it was selling washing
detergent so instead of walking some
place ebe I can go there."
Rashad Frazier
Junior
Sys1ems and Compu1er Science

Tik Tok: Easy Shopping Around the
Clock
.

I

The Tik Tok machine wa, brought to
Howard's campus by a group of entrepreneurs ·who came to an agreemcnl with the
loc:1 I Mc Dona Id's licensee. The gro up
acquired the name and co lor scheme of 1he
machine from a marketing agency out of
London.
Although new this technology is new to
1he Uni1ed States, 1hese types of machines
are commonplace in nations throughout Asia
and Wes1ern Europe. This Tik Tok is the
first (If its kind to touch North American
so il , and was placed in the District of
Columbia afler research of the market envi-

BY D,wm CRAWFORD
Contribu1ing Writer
It's three in 1he morning and you're typing tha1 paper for
your 8: 10 class. Then it hits you, cookies, you need cookies. So you trot down to the vending machine only to find
that the very lasl Snackwcll has been taken ! This annoyance for all Towers' residents will exist no longer, thanks
to six independent entrepreneurs and brand new technology simply known as, Tik Tok.
Tik Tok is an automated convenience grocery-dispensing unit, in other words a big vending machine. Located
on the side of the Georgia Avenue McDonalds, Tik Tok
stands eleven feet high and sixteen feet across.
Stocked more than 140 products from dog food to diapers, Tik Tok has it all. The state- of-the-art vending apparatus is tempered at a cool thirty-four degrees, the standard
for most household refrigerators, and is equipped with survei llance video cameras in the front and to the side.
The Tik Tok also employs bulletproof glass to protect
all the products from any would be robbers. The machine
accepts cash or credit, and will restrict customers from
selecting expired produc1s such as bread, eggs, and milk.
which are restocked every couple of days by a local vending company.
To operate Tik Tok, customers can simply walk up to its
touch-sensitive screen, insert cash or a credi1 card, enter
the item number of the product, then select the quantity of
the desired product, and press GO. The automated door
will then open enabling the consumer to gather the items
with lhe option of grabbing a plastic bag.
After completing the transaction the device, like an
ATM, will also offer the option to receive a receipt.

I

ronment.

Mark McGuire, one of the six independent
entrepreneurs who deve loped the 1ik 10k,
stated thn1 1he Howard University campus
boasts as one of the largest consumer bases
throughoul the Distric1.
This consumer base combined wi1h Georgia Avcnuc·s massive traffic flow and the
appeal of name, Howard University, created
an environmenl in which the Tik Tok
p.
founders wished to capitalize.
McGuire went on to say that the current
Photo By Mclanic Nesbiu Tik Tok is on ly a prototype, but if it is suc·n,e new Ti<Tok: EllSY ShOJl prmides Hmmrd students \\hh:,
cessful a1 it's current location. it will be
com ien.ie.nt alternnfot-.
replaced with an even bigger and be11er Tik
Tok.
The Tik Tok is not only convenient, but it is economiAccording 10 McGuire. once the Tik Tok is fully
cally feasible for the average college student. Tik Tok boast
operational,
11 would be available twenty -four hours
prices that are equal or lower prices than its primary coma
day,
seven
days
a week.
petition Thxnco and CVS.

Tennessee State Host HBCU ThinkTank
"I don't plan to use 1he Tik Tok
because I heard from my friends it is
expensive and I would rather go
somewhere else for cheaper prod•
ucts.
Rochelle Frankling
Senior
Administration of Justice/ History

"No, because I live in Cook and I
don't have any idea what they
ser\'C."

Kcnard Marshall
Sophomore
Psychology

Bv Lt:ESA DAVIS
Hi ll topStaff Writer
The HBCU Think Tank is a weekend
long event that will take place at Tennessee State University from February
22-February 24. The goal of the event is
to unite students from Historically Black
colleges and Universities on Thnnessee
Smte University's campus. Students from
Florida A&M University and Hampton
University among other HBCU'S will be
present. Tunnessee State University's
NAACP chapter will hold the even1.
This event will feature motivational
speakers such as Dr. Sonia Sanchez,
Bobby Seale and Jessica Care Moore.
Students will be expec1ed 10 auend workshops and other informational sessions
regarding unity among black college students. The event also includes a Tonnessee State University Greek s1ep show
nnd a step show af1er party entitled "Emer
The Tigers De11".
Stephanie Brown, President of the

Howard University Student Association
said she heard about the trip 10 Thnnessee
at a Leadership Conference. Jamie Riley,
a junior student governmen1 leader
informed Stephanie about the trip.
Approximately 52 Howard University
students (including HUSA members) will
depan from Cramton Auditorium (along
with Reverend Goodman, Assistant Dean
Of Student Activities) on Thursday
evening at 9:30 p.m. The bus is sched·
u\ed to arrive at Tennessee Statt University's campus at 6:00 a.m. Howard Universily students will then check into the
Baymont Inn & Suites in Nashville. Tennessee.
ln order to ensure that the trip's purpose is successful, Stephanie Brown said
she would remind Howard students of the
real purpose of the trip. •· I would like
beucr interaction between s1udents at
other HBCU' S. The goal of 1hc 1rip is 10
cause a spark for people to get involved
.more with issues concerning African
Americans."

Kenrya Rankin, junior public relations major will be
going on the trip to Tennessee
State. " I hope to gain a bener
understanding of what other
student leaders are doing so
we can bring back some of
those ideas to Howard."
Jeff Williams. a junior
broadcast Journalism major
ancl Assisc,,nr Public Re/a•

tions Chair for HUSA is looking forward to li stening to
Bobby Sea le and Sonia
Sanchez.
"Bobby Seale is one of the
strongest individual's from
the I960's and Sonia Sanchez
is an amazing poet. Her poetry is so originar·.
The overall cost of !he trip
is $30 and smdents will arrive
back on Howard University',
campus on Sunday at 10:30
p.m.

"No. I've seen it and it's a little
expensive; and beyond that, I prefer
not to s1and out on Georgia Avenue
and purchase conveniences."
Victoria Murray
Freshman
Thea1re Arts, Pre-Directing

Compiled By Mela11ie Nesbilt

Born August 14, 1883 in Charleston,
outh Carolina, Ernest Everett Just spent
is life in the pursu it of scientific
ndeavors. He attended the Industrial
chool of State College in Orangeburg,
outh Carolina and Kimbal Academy in
eriden, New Hampshfrc. Just graduatd magna cum laude from Dartmouth
ollege in 1907 with degrees in biology
nd history. He was also valedictorian of
is class and given membership to the
hi Beta Kappa honorary fraternity. That
ame year, Just joined Howard's Medical
chool faculty, later heading the Department of Physiology. He also helped to
stablish and incorporate the Omega Psi
hi Fraternity at Howard in 1914.
Just was given the NAACP Spingarn
edal in 1915 for his research in the
eproductive cells and systems of marine
nimals at the Marine Biological Laboatory in Woods Hole, Massachusetts,
vhich lasted 20 years. He obtained a
octorate of Zoology iti 1916 from the
University of Chjcago. Just was later
elected to work in Russia at the Kaiser
Wilhelm institute for Biology and the
aplcs Zoological Station in Italy.
Just was a member of the American
Society of Zoologists, the American Nat-

Pn,Jdcnt s 1cranle lln>"1l

BCD News
Briefs

MOMENT IN OUR
HISTORY
"Maybe. It depends on if I got
quarters in my pocket or no1."
Maneen Abdullah
Sophomore
TV,Film

PholoBy \1<1J.1mc Kesbin
HLS.\

Presidt;nt Gcorgt \\. Bush
has appointed the President
f lliskegee Unh crsity,
Or. Benjamin F Payton, to
[
hair the President\ Advisory Board on HBCUs. The
Ad\'isory Board was
~worn in l1.1csda), l·eb1 um y

1:2.
The 21-member advisory
board to which President
ayton has been named will
identify ways to ·'strengthen the role of HBCUs and
elp to provide quality
education opportunities
or minority and <lisad\1111
aged students."
·
The bo,ird member~ will
11'0 a(h ise the U. S. Sccreary of Education on
progress in closing the
chievcmcnt and a11ainment
aps between African
Americans and other
roups of students: issue an
annual report 10 the
President on the participaion of HBCUs in federal
rogr,1m~; recommend ways
to increase the federal role
·n strengthening the ;11:a<lcmjc programs and

r
uralists, the National Research Council
and La Societe des Science Naturelles et
Mathematiques de France. His book,
"The Biology of the Cell Surface,"
which discussed the importance of the
outer cytoplasm, was published in 1939.
That same year, while in France, Just was
imprisoned by Germans. He returned to
the U.S. in 1940 and died of Cancer on
October 27, 1941.
Compiled Stephanie Joy Tisdale

l

t

resources of HBCUs: and
report to the President on
how to mct'case the role
of the private sector in
,tn:ngthenmg HBCUs.

l\lorehom,c
The Amcricun Associations for Higher Education
will ~pon,or a 200:2 NaLiona
Conference on Higher
Educ-at ion M:m:h 16-I 9 at
the Chicago Hilton and Tow
ers

Hotel, Chicago IL. Additional 111formc1tion may be
obtained from its website at
WW\\:aahc.org/

-------------------------,---- ~A3
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NAACP
Continues
The
Fight
CAMPUS CRIME REPORT
The Campus Crine
Report is a public ser
vice provided by The
Hilltop. It was compiled by Campus Editor Corey Cunningham.
2/14/02 Douglass
Hal I/ Sick Transport
2/ 14/02 Subway Station / Bomb Threat
2/14/02 Mudd Building/ Bomb Threat

2/ 14/02 2300 Block
4 th Street/ Traffic
Accident
2/15/02 Quad/ Theft
#2 from Auto
2/ 15/02
HUH/Alleged Simple
Assaull
2/15/02 Student
Health Center/ Sick
Transport
2/16/02 Douglass
Hall/ Unlocked Door

2/16/02 HUH/Lost
Property

can environment.

2/16/02 Howard
Plaza Towers East/
Hazardous Elevator
2/17/02 1100 M.
Street NW/ Gun Shots
2/17/02 l '' V. Street
N\V/ Assault with
Deadly Weapon
2/ 17/02 HUH/Stab
wounds

...

Hilltep
Saturday, February 23, 2002
fron1 l l 21n 1 2 30pn1
(please be prompt)
J

found in0uence and ability 10 change the
existing conditions of the Afric.1n-Ameri-

COMPILE!) BY STAFF REPORTS

They've 1irclessly plodded the streets of
Georgia Avenue, as well as the campus of
Howard University, endlessly regislering
hundreds of voters prior 10 the controver•
, ial 2000 eleclion of George Bush. But i1
is now, in 2002, and in lieu of Black History Mon1h, that NAACP is recognized for
their continuous and thorough influence in
the African-American community.
In cclcbralion of this month, the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP) has hosted several s1a1e voter registration drives. national
AIDS awareness programs, and "educalc
your mind" forums.
They have worked with their youth
council 10 host economic workshops, and
promote the importance of community service amongst high schools all over the
country.
"They have made a very positive and
clear presence on campus from hosting
programs for Martin Luther King day. to
providing various seminars and workshops
for the purpose of enlightening the community." Sopbomore Public relations
major Tamara Hobson said.
The organiuuion is known for their pro-

Since founded in 1909 by a multi-racial
group of New Yorkers. the organization has
succeeded in securing and defending civil
rights for over 92 years.
Some of their mo;t renowned influences
on the judicial branch of government
include: the Voling Righ1s Act of 1965. the
Equal Employ11lent Opportunity Acl of
1963. NMCP's Rosa Parks initiation of
the bus boycon and desegregation of the
transportation ,ysiem in I 955, and
NAACP's Thurgood Marshall's vicJory in
1hJ 1954 Brown vs. Board of Education
suit which led to the desegrcga1io11 of public schools.
The NAACP has also rclained their official publication of the organiza1ion, THE
CRISIS magazine, founded in 1910 by editor W.E.B. Du Bois. and has upheld the
magazine's initial promise 10 be a crusading voice for civi\ rights. II is accessible
on the web a, www.thecrjsi<maeazjnc.com
),,They have lhe ability lO..-Cach OUI 10 the
community m numerous way,. giving back
artd contribu1ing to the surrounding environmen1." Sophomore Broadcasljournalism major and NAACP member Cory
· Howard said.

The NAACI' has fough1 off coun1le"
numbers of incqui1ies plaguing 1he
African-American community and lhey
plan 10 con1inuc making footprints in the
sands of injus1icc.
As of 200 I, they officially proposed
s1ra1egic priori1ics and goals for the 20022006 lime span. documenting the ini1ia1ives Jhe NAACP will undcrrn~e over the
next four )'ears.
In these record< they object ify plans for
1he building and ,raining of new membership. the expanding of legal and political
capacity. and enhancing the focu, on criminal justice. civil riJ?hi,, enforcement, and
economic empowerment of the AfricanAmerican community.
As for short 1erm goals. 1hc NAACP
plans 10 solicit college cbap1ers to participate in the design of programs
aimed al high school aged students and
young aduh,, to enhance litemry and
1echnical skill,. and encourage 1hc bet1ermen1 and acccssibilily of public
school system,. as well as adequa1e
school fundrng.
'fhey also plan 10 advocate for 1hc
promotion and implemcn1a1ion of 1he
decreasingly popular affirmative
action. and develop efforts towards
funding equi1y rn higher educalion.

Senior Spotlight
•

Room: The Music L=s .. ening
Roon ( Ground Floor of the
Blacl<burn Center)
Speaker: Otesa Middleton
from
the Dow Jones Newspaper

Ricco Davis. Jr. is a senior finance major from Pittsburgh.
Pennsylvania. Ricco, a Hilllop Scholarship Recipient, is currently
a member and the treasurer of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
Beta chap1er and is a delegate for the Alpha chapter of the Pan
Hellenic Council. He was also the financial chairman of the 2002
Brother 10 Brother Youth Conference.
His sophomore year, Ricco was the investmen1 coordinator of
the finance and invesunent club, and in his junior year was
crowned the 1ille Mr. School of Business 200-2001. Ricco was
also a member of the Men's Soccer te.'IJ11. After gradua1ion. Ricco
plans 10 work in the ioves1men1-banking arena and larer pufl!ue a
Ma,tcr's Degree in Business.

The ~econd in a series of work.shops that will be presented thio; ~cmc,ter.
\\'ork.1.hop,), a..-<: open to non-HIiitop employee$ u1' ,vcll. If )'OU ha,1 t.:: unv
qucMion~ conc.:rnlng 1hi1 workshop plcose gi"'c Ms. \\-'llllanu a call a1·
(202) 80(>.7000. Thank you.

To advertise
with The
Hilltop call
us at·ournew
number. 8064732
<

'

•

I,
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THE DISTRICT
Howard·Students Win District
Design Contest

CITY DESK

8\ DARO\' BAHA~I
Contributing Writer

P.G. COUNTY TEEN
WINS BIG ON JEOPARDY

ifth-year Howard Univei;sity a,·chitccture students, Tenika Felder from Lanham, MD and
Michael Johnson from Washington. DC won
a S500 contest to redesign the security booth at the
base of the Washington Monu,ncnt. Architecture
students from both Catholic and Howard University were invited to participate.11te contest required
that designs not be connected physically to the
Monument and be able to supp0rt itself without i1s
supp0rt.
Felder and Johnson heard about the contest from
two of their professors who informed the school of
the contest. 11te ac1ual contest occurred around the
first or second week after Christmas Break and lasted only a
"The
1hing that was stressful w~ the lime
D.C Boxing Commission Give 'fyson Okay to Fight
constraint. actually," Felder said. ··we found our- ·
Earl ier in 1he week. the D.C. Boxing and Wres1fo1g Commis- selves working late to fix li11le knick-knacks. but
sion welcomed the license application of boxer Mike Tyson, that's it."
although he had been denied in four other slates including NevaFelder and Johnson's decision 10 be partners
da. The application is a major step 1oward a heavyweight litle was pretty easily made. They were partners in
bout at MCI Center, planned for later this year. According to another competition last year, in which they
the Washington Post, one member of the commission fell that received 3rd place. "We just tend to work well
together," said Felder. ··Plus, it also helped that we
approval of the license was "all but certain." A formal vote were in the same class."
is scheduled for March 12.
Their idea was pretty simple. which they both feel
was also one of the main reasons i1 was chosen. ··
We tried to keep 1hc project simple; nothing too
extrava&alll
because we did 001 want it 10 conOict
"Be Inspired" by Ad Campaign to Increase Tourism
with Washington DC's 1ype of architecture:· said
American Express Co., Marriott International Inc., and VeriJohnson.
zon Communications Inc., announced on Tuesday that lhey
The basic idea was to replace the walls of the

Bernard Holloway of
Prince Georges County, a
s1udcnt at Eleanor Roosevelt High School won
1he top prize in lhc in linal
round of Teen Jeopardy.
Holloways opponents
wagered so much on thei r
wrong answer he won and
walked away with 50,000
cash and a new convertible.

F

vg:ek.
O"f

will give a tolal of $1 . 1 million to the Washington Convention & Tourism Corp. to use in the "Be Inspired," a markeling and advertising campaigns geared 1owards attracting student groups and families back to the District. Since the
September 11 111 a11acks, the number of visitors to the metropolitan area has dwindled, costing 1he city an estimated$ 1.2
billion in lost revenue.

Make Way for Cable-Broadcast TV Mergers
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia ruled
invalid a Federal Communications Commission regulation
that had prevented one company from owning TV stations
and cable franchises in the ~ame marke1. The courl also
ruled that the FCC had acted arbitrarily in limiting the number of television stations that a single company can own.
Levin said the decision likely will renew speculation that
Walt Disney Co. will seek a larger partner or that General
Electric Co. will sell its NBC uni l.

booth with a double layer of gla~s.
In between the glass. there would be
red. white, and blue lights. The idea
al;,o entailed conveying the Americ:111 flag with the lights. ll would be
a 1mnspare111 floating flag, and in
between the layers would be shining
lights. They also used rippled glass
10 represent waves in the flag.
'· Another reason we chose this
design was that it did not ·fight' the
Monument in anyway," Johnson
said. "People go there to see the
Washington Monument. We did not
want 10 make anything that would
go against it."
Yesterday. the team went before
the Fine Arts Commission. where
the decision wil l be made as 10
whether or not the design is feasible.
To increase their chances of being
approved. Felder anp Johnson
sought the help of a local architect
to assist them with the building the
design. If the Fine Arts Commission
approves it, Felder and Johnson',
design will be implemented and will
be used build 1he securit)' booth.
Before going in front of the Fine
Arts Commission, Johnson com•
mented on their chances of being
approved. "It should go pretty well.
Pho to B) ;\tcl,mic Nc-,hiu
We really did a 101 of research on the
Fiflh•)Cat J-lm,ard Unhcr;il) architecture ,tudenh. ·1~nik:1 Felder
material," he said. "'Besides, ii was
and ~lichael Johnson "in l)htrict dt'iiAn cootr~1.
not a complicated project at all . It
was actually very realistic, which is
why we were picked in the first place."

The District's Black History
Edward Kennedy ("Duke") Ell ington was born April '.l9. 1899 in Washington DC. A comp0ser.
bandleader, and pianist. he has been recognized as one of the greatest jazz composer- and performers in his lifetime. Ellington was given the nickname •·Duke" by a childhood who admired his "regal"'
personality.
His works include Mood illdigo, Sophisticated Lady. Black, 8roll'11, and and Harlem. Among Elling1011·, ma11y honors and awards, he receiH.-<l docrorntes from Howard and Yale Universities. as well
as, membership in the American ln,tituie of Arts and Letters. His legacy survi,'Cs throu1;th several
businesses, community initiatives, and schools including the Duke Ellington School of the Ans locat
cd in Georgetown.

F..1mom, \11.L~ci:m Oukr- Ellin~IOn. EIHn)!ton , pent man)

dnJ" pcrfon1ri111:, in d uh,c, 3Jon{t the L Strttl Corridnr

White House Reopens
Saturday , the White House which had been closed since the
September 11 attacks opened its doors.Students from Aurora
Middle School and the District were among the lirst to enter
when the doors opened around 10:30 am. The white house
is still not fully open to the public

Mayor Proposes New Towing Regulations
Mayor Anthony Will iams announced the proposal to toughen up the Districts LOwing regulations. An FBI run investigation reported serious misconduct including 60 arrest 29 convic1ions and the recovery of$ 2 million dollars in stolen
vehicles and parts.

District HappeningsThe Chuck Hicks' Annual birthday/Easter Basket Fund
Raiser
Benefiting Ch ildren and Parents of Children with H[Y/A IDS
Sunday al the Cada Yez Restaurant. located al 1438 U
Street, NW, between 3-6 pm
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District Joins Nationwide Crackdown on
Unlicensed Teachers
B\' KEITII L ,\ING

Contributing Writer
While most public school systems attemp1 to battle teacher shortages wi1h incentive-based recruitment prograllls. the district', system finds itself
removing employees. According 10 an article in
£d11catio11 \\i>ek, abou1 IO percent of ~1e 5.200
teachers in the District public school system were
dismissed at the end of the 2000-200 I school year.
despite the nationwide shortage of teachers.
Many of these dismissed teachers, even after
receiving notification at the start of the year, simply allowed licenses to expire or never completed
certification. Barrington Salmon. a public relations representative for the.school system, said."
··we have a provisional license that allows individuals to teach for up 10 3 years while they complete 1hey certifica1ion. In most cases, people did
1101 follow up on the requirement."
Some in the sys1e111 feel 1he problem goes much
deeper. Aja Roberts, a substitute teacher at Georgetown Day School in Northwest D.C .. said. "In general, its unfair because its mostly teachers teaching
just for the sake of it. 1 really don't supp0r1 the
notion of using teaching as a stepping s1one 10 other
things."
Roberts feels that the school board is ultimately resp0nsible for the number of uncertified teachers and must work to correct this problem. "The

school board is responsible because people cannot
get OYCr unless you let them;· ,he said. "They need
to set finer guidelines about what i, and is not
acceptable and stick to them."
She suggcsis changing the methods for certifi•
cation a, an ideal me.ins for correcting this prob
lem. '"The grace period during which people hold
provisional licenses should be shorter," ,he stated.
" \1should be ·somewhere between six months and
a year 10 weed out those who arc di,interes1ed. Certification is a tedious process and with the amounl
of time gi,'Cn it is very easy to slip through the
cmcks. Shortening the process would definitely
help emdicate this problem, if not totally eliminate
it.''

The abundance of uncertified teachers ha,
reached critical levels in many metropolitan school
systems. &lumricm ll~t•k ha, highlighted the problem on numerous occasions. According 10 another article, 1he New York City board of education ts
faced with the task of removing some 12,000 unhccnsed 1eachers from its I. I million-student system.
According 10 the Chicago Sun-Times. 15 percent
of the Chicago public system ·s 25,000 teachers are
unlicensed for a number of reasons, including those
awaiting test results, holding out-of-state certification, or failing the state's test. Officials of the
system, 1he third largest in the nation. have disputed the clnim, con1ending that the number given by
the paper is inflated. They do not, however. de11y

the exi,tcnce of a problem.
(',,1an)· Howard , 1udents foll ow ing the issue
arc shocked that 1t even exbt, ··s ack home .
we have problems with teacher shortages and
a few uncertified teachers. bul nothing like
here.'' Daniel Nunnlcy. freshman English major
from Riverside. California. sinted ··Something needs 10 be done because ol°s a shame tha1
ch ildren arc be ing taught by under qualified

teacher~:·

"It, ridiculous how long this went on before
it was noticed.'' Charlene Carter. sophomore
print Journalis m major from Decatur, Georgia,
commented. "'It spe aks volumes about the D.C
public school system as a whole. Whal is
going on at the top levels of the system if
almost 500 teachers can enter the classroom
and teach wi1hout ccrt1fica1ion?'"
Roberts feels that the aforemcn11011ed short age of teachers h the epicenter of 1his problem .
"1 think that because there's such a great need
for teachers. they're not being as careful a, they
should ,n the selection process and kids are suf•
fcring," she remarked. "There are some great
teacher, out there that may foll into this category [of uncertified teachers), but no mallet
what the school board still has 10 take precau tion in selecting who we are going 10 put ir
fron1 of our children and not just start throwing people into posi11on,:·

AS
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MLK Library's Black History Exhibit Moves to Basrnent
an article in the newspaper about the exhibit and came to the library 10 find
ic. When I asked where it was, people looked at me as if they didn '1 know
what I was talkini; about. The libra.ry cypically does a good job with these
exhibits, however, this year it was kind of di sappoincing."
The exhibit this year displays various African-American a11iMS and their
pieces. One wall is dedicated to the works of Michael Brown while the opposite wall displays showcasing African people and proverbs. Standing in the
middle of the flooris a display case with a Black Heritage picture fcatunng
the faces of many hiscorical figures including Langston Hughes. Alain
Locke, Ralph Bunche, Jean Du Sable, WEB Dubois. Duke Ellington. E.
Franklin Frazier, Nat King Cole and many more. Another hallway contains
work by Wendell George Brown, painted quills, Black History calendars and
a wall dedicated to different pieces of African handiwork. l'he exhibit con•
tinues in the front windows of the library. Colorful displays of an by Allen
Uzikee Nelson stands tall in one set of windows while the other side shows
different artwork by various artists.
Courtney Taylor, a Howard University Scudent, said, "I don' t feel thac
the library has done an adequacc job representing our history. They had
really good piccures; showing how much we have accomplished and how
far we have come, however, for someone 001completely fomiliar "ith our
history, I really don't feel chat they would walk away wich a solid under•
standing of our past."

BY T ENIECE T11 URSTON

Con1ribu1ing Writer
Every year, for the month of February. businesses and companies clamor
up ide.1s 10 show their support for Black History Month. Posters appear in
hallways. ads pop up on television and in magazines, establishes offer spec ial promotions all 10 celebrate this special month. TI1is is especially the time
when the pride and honor of Black Americans is expected to shine through
black establishments. Whether it is by way of an exhibit. a play, or a series
of speakers. black businesses are expected to outshine any other company.
Mowever, that isn't always the case.
The Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial Library located at 901 G. Sc, NW,
houses ils exhibit in their basemen! chis year. For the past 30 years, che building has pr~sented both colorful and incriguing displays 1hroughou1 the bui lding. bu! this year brought abouc an unexpected change. Why is che main exhibit housed in the basement this year? According 10 library officials. exhibits
are set up wherever there is room; this year chat reserved space happened 10
be on the basemen! level.
Although the exhibit clearly salutes African-American an. the library is
doing itself a disservice by hou,ing ii in the basemenc ; how many people
would think to go downstairs to view an exhibit. In face, many of the librarians and pau-ons either had no idea where the exhibit was and or had not seen
it.
I
Kym Porter, a DC resident and patron of the MLK Library, said," I saw

MI.K Lihntf) loc-Jted at 901 G Scn..t

•

Man Arrested Near Pentagon
Connected to George Washington U.

From Page One
Fall Registration Period.Rescheduled to April 1

BY MOSIIEII 01NOUNOU

(U-WIRE) WASHINGTON - George Washingcon
University officials said the man arrested outside the
Pencagon lase week and cum!ntly being held by the
Immigration and Naturalization Service could be the
same individual who anended GW for three semescers
in 1998.
111e man, listed as Sultan Rasheed AI-Zaabi, 23. on
a Virginia driver's license police obtnined and his passport, also carried identification of at least one other former GW student.
AI-Zaabi and a Jordanian man were arrested Feb. 11
on an off-limits road near the Pentagon. Virginia police
pulled the men over when they ignored signs banning
trucks from the road. Virginia police officers found five
fonns of identification on Al-Z:iabi, che passenger. with
three different names, according to a court affidavit.
INS is holding AI-Zaabi on scudenl visa violations for
overstaying his visa, The Washington Post reported. INS
spokesman Bill Shaw said the government is still trying to determine the individual's identity and gave no
time frame for possible charges or deportation.
The driver of the truck, 26-year-old Imad Hamed. is
charged with one count of identificacion fraud because
of a second Virginia dri ver's license also found on him.
Hamed was released on $5,000 bond at a hearing Friday after being held for three days. according to an FBI
spoke,woman who declined to give her name.
According to the affidavit, Hamed cold authoricics he
mcc the passenger at Northern Virginia Community
College and chat che passenger currently ancnds GW something GW has no record of.
University officials confirmed chat Sultan R. AlZaabi was enrolled as a non-degree student for the
spring. summer and fall semesters of 1998 in the English as a Foreign Language program. But they are not
certain it is the same man who was arrested last week,
because no piccure i, avai lable.
NVCC officials confirmed that a Sultan R. AI-Zaabi
was enrolled at the school in spring 1999 and auended
classes chrough lase fall. They also confirmed th,11
Hamed attended classes at the college from J994 through
fall 2001.
GW EFL Deputy Chair Patrice Connerton said AIZaabi could have transferred to NVCC because of foiling grades, although she is not permilled under the Famil y Education Rights and Privacy Act to release s1udcn1
records.
Connerton said many s1uden1s from the UAE and
Saudi Arabia enrolled at GW in the last decade and left

because of academic trouble. Some students transfer to
colleges like NVCC because they have easier admissions
policies and allow EFL scudents to cake academic courses, she said.
Connerton also cited social issues as a possible re.1son for u-ansferring, noting that the Saudi and United
Arab Emirates studencs often traveled and u-ansferred "in
groups."
She said some of the students came to GW with li elie training in Arabic, their native language, and saw their
grades quickly drop with poor study skills and a lack of
commitment.

International studenls in Che EFL program must pass
language requirements and begin caking ocher academic courses within a year, Connerton said.
GW saw che largest surge of UAE s1udcn1s in a >ix
year period in I998. as 36 enrolled for the spring scmcs
tcr. AI-Zaabi's first ;cme,ter. This wa, an increase of 19
students from the previous semester, according 10 the
EFL program. When AI-Zaabi transferred. enroll menl
of UAE students in the EFL program dropped to 21 students, which could be explained by students matriculacing into academic programs.
According to the affidavit, Al-Zaabi also carried a
British Airways Executive Club card li sted under
Mahammed S. Al-Morar and a Virginia ID card for
Mohammed Saleh Al-Murcir. GW officials confirmed
1ha1 a Mohammed S. Al-Murar was rcgbccred a, a non
degree EFL student in chc spring, summer and fall of
1999.
American University officials confirmed that a
Mohammed S. Al-Murar was enrolled at the school in
2000
Connerton said foreign students are able 10 transfer
schools with linlc notice from INS. and G W is not
required to nocify the INS if a student drops out of
school.
Congress passed a law after Sept. 11 requiring schools
10 keep the INS updated on students grades as of 2003,
because at least one of the hijackers entered the United
Stales on a student visa and never fulfilled requiremenc,.
Connerton said students can register at a new school
without officially transferring. This would not require
INS approval.
UAE embassy officials s,Lid the country sponsors 400
to 600 studencs every year. bul no official was avai lable
to commenc on the specific case.
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San Jose C.R....$420
Rio de Janeiro...$598

Graduating senior Candace Gordon, celevision production major. bids the Howard Banner System
farewell in a few short months bul hopes the system
gets better. "During my time at Howard, there have
been several problems with the Banner. It has made
life e.1sier in some respects. but there is much more
room for improvement.
Hopefully, this conference wiII be a success and the
solutions will be implemented so che problems of the
past will be resolved for a belier future for students
with Banner," Gordon said.

· Poindexter is confident 1ha1 this SCT Summit will
benefit chc Howard Community.
'·Each year, ISAS and our clients have gained
knowledge and insight that has assisted in the implementation and improvement of the Banner modules in
produccion," Poindexter said. She also urges each unit
at Howard University chat uses Banner 10 send represencatives 10 this conference.
Al these conferences, SCT staff provides technical
and functional information about SCT products,
processes. and services, plus news about SCT technology and fucure direccion.
The registration period wi ll run through April 12.

Students to Appeal Removal of Chaplin
200 I."Elson said.
Fachcr Hayden's stride, here ac
Howard has been multi-fold. He
serves also professor of hiscory. Students who cook Dr. Hayden's US
Hiscory class found him engaging
and passionate abouc the subject

matter
and teaching, one such srudent is
Cory Howard, sophomore broadcast
major. '·Professor Hayden was
always willing 10 help students; he
always wanted us 10 succeed. Professor Hayden has certainly lefl an
indelible mark on me as a student."
Moward.
The question then becomes why
would a Chaplain of seven years
who has made invaluable contribution to the community he serves be
removed wi1hou1 clearly reasons to
those to whom he serves? This question is asked by many ,vho have
been touched by Father Hayden's

said
are
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From Page One

ministry at Howard University.
Irrespective of the many questions
and doubt, what is certain is that the
Episcopalian/Anglican ministry at
Howard University will continue.
The Diocese of Washington which
includes the District of Columbia
and
the Maryland Counties of Montgomery, Prince Georges, Charles,
and St Mary's counties recently
elected a new Bishop, John Bryson
Chane. The Bishop-elect in his preelection visits to local churches.
'Walk Abouts,'
highlighted the importance of campus ministries, maintaining that
these ministries is a way of enriching the Episcopal Church. Chane is
scheduled to
take office June Jsc. a day after
Father Hayden leaves his.
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Now You See It, Now You Don't

Igot all of Tuesday's Hilltop.
Abrotha trying to make
moves. You know how much
these go for!

For the last time, Bill Gates,
they're free ... Stop hanging out in
front of the School of Business.
You're starting to annoy me.

.
1

tional, especially for the children. So why did
they decide to down grape the exhibit?
One would think they had seen a sllldy that
showed that there is a lack of interest in

he name of Martin Luth~r King Jr.
has once agai n been done a disservice. this time by an institution that
bears his name. The Martin Luther King Jr.

T

African-American work,
Library, located on 9th and G
but no, there was no
Street, moved what used to be
cause
for thi s action. If
a library-wide display for
any action shou ld have
Black History Month to the
been taken, it should
basement floor. What were
The MLK Library have been to expand and
library officials thinking when
increase the awareness
they made this move? Pershouldn't
have
broken
of
the successes and
haps they did not feel it was
tradition by not prop- s truggles that African important to continue to
American have experihonor a 30-ycar tradition of
erly celebrating Black enced
as we, w ith each
celebrating Black History
History Month with year, go on to accom Month al their li brary, named
more as a people.
after a Civil Rights martyr.
extensive, top- floor plish
In this day and age, it
In the past, the library decoexhibits.
is
a s hame that an instirated the entire first floor with
tution like a librar y
biographies. pictures, and
would
confine
the
celebration of strugworks of art by African-Americans. "Books
gle,
spirit,
and
success
to the recesses of
by Blacks" were featured on shelves and
its lower floor. The library no longer
tables, and the reading guide highlighted
deserves
to have the name of a great
African-American authors. These were all
man like Dr. King. Maybe they could
great ways for the library to celcbratec Black
History. The exhibits not only paid homage to rename it in honor of Booker T. Washington.
African-Americans, but they were also cduca-

• Our View:

Don't Infring~ on Media's Rights
the publication nor the Univcrsi1y, consent was
not needed to print the article or picture.
To the conspirators of the crime, as well as
those that actually committed it, theft was not
the answer. lf individuals are dissatisfied with
Tire Hilltop's coverage, professionalism is the
way to have your gripes heard. Leners to the
191h arrival, these persons stole enlire stacks of
Editor and Perspectives are
the University's publication
l wo methods that arc open to
in order 10 conceal the victhe public to voice concerns
tims· identities.
about the papers direction.
S ince we arc media memThe crime of the conspirabers, it is our duly here at
It is our duty to print tors infringes upon the pubThe Hilltop to divulge infornewsworthy materi- lication's first amendment
mation about occurrences
rights, and is a crime of
that take place here on camals. HU needs to
theft on two counts. First.
pus and in the lives of memprosecute offenders to the thieves robbed students
bers of our student body.
of vital information about
The alleged stabbing was no
fullest extent.
schoolmates. Secondly, the
exception. The story met the
University lost a large sum
necessary requirements of a
of money because students
newspaper-it was timely,
were unable to read the
newsworthy, and of public interest. As for the
paper, which cost $3,000 each time an issue is
photo that appeared with the story, it too is
d istributed. Just because The Hilltop is availindeed newsworthy.
able for everyone desiring to read it. rest assure
Many people, including the ones who
that every student pays for the publication
allcmptcd to halt the publishing of the story,
through student activity fees.
were in fact ignorant of the boundaries to
A message has to be sent. If the University
which a media outlet can extend itself. We at
does not enforce punishment, anyone who is
Tire Hilltop were well within our rights to use
frustrated with the paper will resort to stealing
the image because the photograph was
again. Because the act was intentionally to sabobtained through the football team's media
otage the media, the University should proseguide-a book let made available to the public.
cute the offenders fully, even if the crime is
Since the newspaper's main obligation is to
grounds for suspension or worse.
deliver information, not to garner profits for

ollowing last weekend's alleged stabbing of three Howard University football players, individuals who are
undoubtedly associated with the team took it
upon themselves to commit a crime in defense
of their colleague. Upon The Hilltop's Feb.

What's Your Opinion?
e encourage our readers to write letters to the Editor. Toll us what.you think
about the paper and its contents. We strive to produce a quality weekly
with news pages that are devoid of slant or
personal bias. Please
address all letters.or comments to The Hilltop, 2251 Sherman Ave., NW,
Washington DC, 20001. You can also e-mail us at thehi lltop@hotmail.com
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The Hilltop. Be Heard.
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Our View:

A Test of Time
we decrease these.
ith the Aids epidemic growing in
In honor of our ancestors during black histothe African-American community
ry,
we must preserve ourselves by gcning tested
we must take action. Where as for
for HIV. This leading killer
minorities we make up the
can
be combated with educamajority of those that test
tion
and with prompt timing.
positive with HIV among
Don't think that HIV will just
all minority groups it is
disappear
but it will only get
time for us to put our lives
If
we
are
involved
in
worse with time. John E
to the test. Our conununiKennedy said that there is
ties are silently being killed
risky behavior, we
nothing to fear but fear itself.
by this disease but we are
must
get
tested
for
This saying is an immortal
not doing to combat it. For
statement but can be applied
us to think that this disease
10 HIV testing. There is nothis only apparent to 'gay
ing to fear because if you don't
111\:n' and 'drug users', is
adhere to this you also may be uninformed,
only a self defeating mechanism. This virus
leading to an untimely death. HIV doesn't
only docs not discriminate. It doesn't care
what color, age or sexual lifes tyle you live. Sta- mean the grave, but if we ignore our actions
and not get tested then we must be prepared to
tistics dangerously are increasing of infection
face grave consequences.
rates among our age group and it is time that

W

Our View:
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:A Plea From the Heart
[Raymond Watson

'This
'

plea comes strnigh1 from my hean for e\'ery
•
person that needs 10 hear it After I read the ani•
cle in last Friday's Hi lltop about the young girl
: who was said to have Lried to commit suicide. I fell the
immediate desire to write this article. II really troubles
, my heart that l have an inner peace and joy inside of
: myself that sustains me through anything, from my car
: gelling towed over Christmas break. to my cell phone
: gelling cul off, 10 me having no books, and no job to
: pay for any of these, and others not being able 10 expe: rience this same peace for themselves. And no, maybe
; these aren't the biggest of dilemmas or issues, but for
some people all of this at once may seem somewhat
overwhelming. I myself have been through a lot in my
past that I freely share because ii may be what some. one needs to hear. I have been through many good
•relationships.bad relationships, and a relationship that
: almost cos1 me my future through a son that was never
, born. yet could have altered my entire life. I could

•

Howard, through the registration problems, housing
problems. and slew of other things that always seems
10 go wrong, is 1ha1 through everything I realize this,
"we have a li ving hope that will never perish, spoil,
nor fade-1ha1 is kept in heaven for You... and though
now for a linle while man} tria.1s have come, they have
come so that your faith may stand 1he test and be
proved genuine." II is because I realize that no matter
what I may go through in this temporary life, there is a
hope and a treasure that is waiting for me when this
temporary life is over. My hope is that this article will
touch someone wherever they're al, physically or spir•
itually, or whatever it may be. my hope is that you read
this and 1ake hold of the Forever lasting peace and joy
that can keep you through it all. I, among many people
on this campus feel the same way, it just so happened
ii came this vessel, that we are all here to help one
another 10 grow. I leave off with this linal word: Life is
too precious and too sweet 10 not live it Though you

have died on numerous occasions in my past, I could
have contracted any STD out here, and I could be in
jail today. yet I still have an inner peace and joy that
has kept me the entire way. From once dealing with an
abortion, 10 the many times of turning my back on
God when l knew he was the answer, and the people
that I have heart in the past, I have been through ii all
but I have grown stronger through ii all.
This plea is no1 10 pul myself on any pedesrnl or 10
make myself known. This is plea for anyone 1ha1gets
severely depressed, frustroled, aggrnvaled, fed up, or
anything else that can harm you. I simply want everyone 10 read this article, see that many of us have been
through simi lar situations. maybe not the exact situation, but similar, and realize that "NO MATTER
WHAT YOU'RE GOING THROUGH NOW, OR
HAVE BEEN THROUGH IN THE PAST, NONE OF
IT IS OUT OF THE REACH OF GOD." The ONLY
way 1ha1 I have been able 10 keep my sanity here al

be in a storm or even a hurricane right now, but just
know that joy does cometh in the morning, and the
day has just risen. So cry away the old, pray that you
may be lilled with this ever-lasting peace and joy,
stand up, and walk out with your head up, because "A
NEW DAY HAS BEEN BORN".

Roymo11d \.lb1so11 is a ju,1ior Theatre Admi11istrotio11
major from Detroit, Mi.
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:DEATH BY STONING:
:The Plight of A Nigerian
Muslim Woman

Beef Man
By Antijuan Jackson

·By Ewa Unoke
, Suliya Huseini, 35, poverty stricken, illi1ero1e
:and voiceless will soon face the ultimate pun;ishmen1 - death by stoning. According 10 The
' New York Times Magazine (01-27-02), in June
200 I, an Islamic court in Sokoto, Nigeria acting
under the color of Sharia Jaw sentenced Suliya
10 death by stoning for allegedly commining
adultery. However. Sufiya's execution has been
suspended until her baby is weaned from
breast-feeding.
• Sharia law is strict Islamic rule of law
enforced by severe punishmems for those who
are perceived 10 violate Islamic beliefs of what
is right and wrong. In the case of Nigeria,
Sharia law has been implemented in ten of the
twelve Northern Islamic stales, while the rest of
the non-Islamic s1a1es are ruled under secular
law. The Islamic groups in Nigeria - Hausa and
Fulani • refuse to abide by the secular form of
government even though the Constitution of
Nigeria expressly forbids any religious types of
government. 11 is under this Sharia law that
Suliya has been arbitrarily sen1enced 10 death
by stoning.
Suliya, is a member of the Islamic Hausa ethnic group of Northern Nigeria. She lives in
abject poverty in the town of Tungar Tundu, and
divorced her husband in 2001 for his inability to
support her as mandated by Islamic law. After
her divorce, sufiya and her two children moved
into her father's home. It was a1 that limo 1ha1
60-year-old Yakubu Abubakar took an interest
in Sufi)'a. According 10 Suliya, Abubakar
raped her on four separate occasions and she
consequently became pregnant. Once her pregnancy became apparent. she and Abubakar were
arrested and in1erroga1ed by the local police.
During her interrogation, both confessed 10 having sex, but Suliya did 1101 reveal then hat she
had been raped. Under pre-sharia law,
Abubakar would have had 10 support Sufiya and
her child once ii was born and that would have
been the end of the maier. However. the consequences of Suliya's rape and subsequent preg•
nancy are given a harsher treatment under
Sharia Jaw - death by stoning.
Sufiya was tried in a sharia court. Her judge
and jury consisted of one man. Judge
Muhammed Bello Sanyinlawal, who decided
that her pregnancy • though i1 100k place after

she was divorced and was the result of rape was proof of her guilt. Under Sharia law, even
becoming pregnant after a divorce by another
man other than one's ex-husband rises 10 the
level of adultery. According 10 the Attorney
General of Sok0I0 state. Ali ya Abubakar, Sufi ya
deserves 10 die. He argues that "adultery is
more serious than murder, society is injured by
Suliya's act and I would be happy to case the
first Slone."
As for Abubakar, he denied raping Sufi ya and
was acquilled of !he rape charge nol because
there was lack of evidence, but because four
Islamic men did not witness the rape. which is
necessary to subs1an1ia1e a charge of rape under
Sharia law. In addition, no adultery charge was
ever imposed on Abubakar.
CONTRACT WITH AFRICA is circulating a
worldwide petition to save the life of Suliya
Huseini. a human being, whose fundamental
Human Rights have been denied. We invite all
Howard University Students and Community 10
join the campaign as we petition the UN, US
Government. Amnesty ln1erna1ional, Trnns
Africa, NGOs, Human Rights Watch, and
Women's Organizations Worldwide 10 prevail
on the transitional government of Nigeria 10
stop he execution of Suliya by stoning and dismiss the charges against her Immediately. We
urge you 10 take a stand for social Justice and
Peace. THERE IS VICTORY IN OUR
CAUSE!
Ewa Unoke, Nigerian from Ebonyi State,
Ph.D. Student of Political Science, Howard
University, formerly, Nation and World Editor
of The Hilltop is the Founder and Co-ordinator
of the Contract With Africa Global Campaign
0013 10 save the lie of Suliya. You can contact
him through is Mail Box: Room I 12 Douglas
Hall or email: eunoke@howard.edu or cell 202612-9280. Po,rnl Address: Contract With
Africa, MSC590274, 2400 6th Street, NW.
Washington, DC 20059.
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PLEASE NOTE:
Because Many of the papers on
campus were stolen Tuesday, The
Hilltop is running this page again.

Representing for Reparations
Simone Marie Mason

In honor of l\.larcu; Mosinh Garvey, on the 11511'
Anniversary of his birth, the Durban 400 is calling for
a Millions for Reparations March, Protest, and Demonstro1ion here in Washington, D.C., on August 17, 2002.
The Durban 400 is lead by the Chicago based organizlltion, the National Black United From. as well as the
December 121• Movement, the group that influenced
the "Declaration.. that the Trans Atlantic Slave Trade
was a crime against humanity al the World Conference

Against Racism.
I posed the idea of writing an editorial on the
Millions for Reparations March to give a heads-up
on the event, and of course promote ii, at an editorials board meeting not 100 long ago. Unfortunately, in my perception, I was mel with apathy as
the idea was quickly swept under the table with
linle discourse. I found this extremely discourag•
ing 1hn1 my peers found the issue to be of little
importance or relevance, especially al the Capstone. I am writing this because my biggest fear
is that the indifference towards the issue of reparations isn't confined 10 the editorial board but is
perhaps a general sentiment amongst the student
body of Howard University.
Recently, it seems in the past year or two, there
has been a 101 of talk about reparations on a
national level with major publications giving it publicity. However. the issue is by no means a new one. For
decades, the s1aunches1 advocates of black progress
have preached that we demand reparations from the
United States government, but in the past year, numerous factors have brought this 10 the forefront of 1he
nation. including its advocacy from the Congressional
Black Caucus. Now anyone who stays abrupt on the
CBC can 1ell )'OU they are not a homogenous bunch:
their political ideologies lack cohesion and when they

do agree upon a legislative agenda it's likely that they
will have various ideas on how 10 strolegize expediting
ii. Nevertheless. the endorsement of reparations has
been something they have all been able to stand behind
as a united front, and with their endeavors, the issue of
reparations has been coming 10 the House floor with a
newly found prominence.
We, 1he Howard University s1uden1body, need 10
follow the example of the CBC and stand behind the
endorsement of reparations as a united front as well.
Although many of us will depart from Howard with
the arrival of summer. the March for Reparations is
reason enough 10 make a trek back 10 the Mecca early
enough 10 represent for reparations: we owe ii 10 our
ancestors, our community, and our prosperity 10
whole-heartedly ligb1 for reparations. It was the·
blood, sweat, and tears of black people that made this
nation what it is, and even today as the adverse effects
of the racist institution of chanel still penetrate our
community, 100 many of us arc suffering from the ailments 1ha1 stem from being the predestined proletariat
of America's capitalist society. We don't need apologies, because you can't build up your community with
those; we need back pay to ameliorate our disenfrnnchisement. According 10 the United Nation's delini1ion of genocide, the United Slates is guilty of ii. The
U.S. has given over a billion dollars of reparations 10 a

combined total of six differem Native American Tribes
for the crime, so we surely deserve something.
Although some people are cynical about marches
and protest, this march will be a time in which we c.-u,
collectively come together and show America that this
is an important issue. If we don't make ii important,
they surely won't. r m not sure if the freshmen will be
here during the time of the march, but if they arc the
Campus Pals should seriously consider endorsing their
theme of"Unity," by making sure the freshmen gel an
opportunity 10 participate in this event. If anyone
stood for unity it was the father of Pan-African
Thought, Marcus Garvy. On August 17, 2002, we all
need to answer the call of the Duman 400 and make an
effort 10 represent for reparations on the behalf of those
who came before us and support reparntions as i1gains
prominence nationally.
Si111011e Marie Maso,1 is aj1111ior E11glish a11d Political Scie11ce major from Wi/111i11gto11, Delaware. She is
Editorials Editor of tile Hilltop and can be e-mailed at
tilehilltop@hotmail.com
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THE LADY BISON
(14-1 in the MEAC)
THE BISON -6 in the MEAC
SATURDAY, FEB. 23, 2 ~ 4pm, vs. Norfolk State @ (fE 3Uff
MONDAY, FEB. 25, ~ 8pm, vs. Hampton @ (,.E SUff
Howard students with CapstoneCards may pick up tickets beginning at 11 am on
Fritlay anti Montlt{V (If Blhakburn Center - wl,ile supplies last.

CONGR TULATIONS TO:
LADY BISON ANl> BISON for their wins over Florida A&M ~;~~,'··4_~
BEST WISHES TO:
,

.•

('!) WOMEN'S & MEN'S MEAC INDOOR CHAMPIONS
at the new P.G. County Sports and Learning Complex
in nearbr Landover, MD (nearl'EDEX field) THIS Weekend, Feb. 22-23

A . .: >ECTA'fORS BlJS WILL LEAVE FROM CRAMTON AUDITORIUM AT 10:55AM, SAT.
CHECK YOUR HOWARD STUDENT EMAIL FOR INFORMATION ON FREE TICKETS

corge

ashington U., Feb. 22,@Amer. U. (Women). Feb. 23
_____
&~Georgetown U. (Men), Feb 24

@ U.M.B.C., Feb 23

@Old Dominion U., Feb. 24

@ Hampton U., Mar. 1 & 2
[ LAST HOME BASKE1 BALL GAMES -SAT., MAR. 2 vs. Dclawa1·e State U. @ CI-E SUI/I
1

Division of Student Affairs

I
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Bison Profile
0

From Elbows to Rebounds, Hoops
Standouts Propel Bison

Swim Team Finish
Season on an Upbeat
Note

By A ISH,\ CIIANEy
HiIhop Staff Writer
By ANGEL TODD
Contributing Writer

ith three seconds left in the game and the score tied 75•
75, the players take their places on the key and position
themselves 10 box ou1 for the rebound. As 1he freethrow shot bounces off the rim. senior center Aki
Thomas avoids 1he box-out, goes up strong for the rebound and finishes with an cxplosi1e, two-hand jam, for the game-winning basket.
Such is 1hc type of scenario 10 expect when watching the New York
City native in a game for the Howard University men's basketball

W

team.

With 1he addition of Thomas, the Bison have finally found something
that they've been sorely lacking in years past: a dominant force on the
inside.

Aki Thomas
"In past years we've always relied just on our perimeter play, but now
Aki gives us a presence in 1he post on both ends of the floor," said
head coach Frankie Allen. "I think without that presence. we would
not have had the success we've enjoyed thus far."
The Bison have already exceeded last year's win total with three
home game~ still remaining. They currently hold a 14-10 overall
record, and are tied in third in the MEAC with a record of9-5.
Before transferring 10 Howard last year, Thomas spent his first three
collegiate years playing basketball at 1he University of Colorado. He
was unhappy with the amount of playing time he was gelling, so he
came to Howard looking for a change.
"I wasn't really getting as much playing time as I would like to get
ou1 in Colorado.'' said Thomas. "I just wanted 10 be able 10 have some
fun playing ball, so I figured. even if it was only for a year, that rd go
somewhere else. and be able 10 just play."
Thomas is very satisfied with his decision 10 come to Howard
because he's finally getting the minutes he's been looking for and he's
hnd 1he opportunity to show off his talent. playing a position he's comfortable with.
Assistant Coach Da,id "Aki" Collins. who has known Thoma, his
whole life and played a role in recruiting him a l both Univcr,,ity of
Colorado (where he was assistant coach 2 years) and Howard, says 1ha1
he has seen maturity in Thomas and that he's really been producing.
now that he's playing his natural position.
''At Colorado, we actually brought him in as a two, so he was playing
behind a guy named Will Smith, who started as a freshman and led the
team to the NCAA tournament (Colorado·s first appearance in 30
years). Then we moved him to the three and then 10 1he four. so he's
never really played his natural position or the position he really wanted
10 play until now," said Collins.
''I'd say in the las1 two months. I've really seen him grow He's comfortable now, he's playing with a lot of enthusiasm and it's all about
minutes. He's playing now. so he's happy and he's producing."
Although i1may 1101seem like i1now, Thomas admits that the transition from being a small fish in a big pond, 10 being a big fish in a
small pond, was somewhat difficuh for him at first.
"Sining out last year was kind of rough. I didn't like that. I knew I
had to do ii (because of NCAA by-law), but I didn't know 1hn1 ii was
going to seem that long," said Thomas. "As far as playing, ii was kind

of a rough tmosi1ion a1 first because I had to 1ry 10 get used 10 a different style of play: it's a little less physical here in 1he MEAC than it is
in the Big 12. So I had to get used 10 that and just ge1 used to playing
again because I hadn't played a real game in a whole year."
Well the adjustment has been made and Thomas has made a huge
impact on the team in more ways than one. At 6'8, 230 pounds. his
presence inside causes problems for opposing teams. forcing them to
play honest defense down low. which opens up shots for the guards out
on the perimeter.
"Aki has brought a real presence down inside and ii kind of takes the
scoring off the guards." said junior guard Ron Williamson. "When we
bring the ball down the side. we know he can make some plays if we
get him 1he ball. So ii take, some of the pre,sure oil' of me. Kyle and
DK. and people on the perimeter."
His quickness and agility allow him 10 be creative with his shot
selection. He can score down low with a variety of post moves. but he
can also take his defender outside and hit the open J when he needs 10.
"He's definitely what Howard's been missing. Not just Howard, but
the MEAC in general because the MEAC doesn't really have a lot of
dominant center,;, it ·s more of a guard conference," said senior
guard/forward Darren Kennedy. "But the teams who have solid pos1
players :ire the teams that :ire going to make ii 10 the next level."
Thomas is also the phtycr that does most of the damage on the boards
for the Bison and is currently fourth in the MEAC with an average of
7.5 rebound, per game.
He lends 1he 1eam in rebounds. blocks (21), is third in scoring with
11.6 ppg. third in minutes played al 28 per game and has posted 6 double-doubles this season.
"He's played a very significant role in our success this year," said
Allen. "He's a \'cry capable scorer and a go to guy inside, but he's also
a hard worker and I really like 1ha1 about him because he only wants to
La,1 season Gardner led the nation in rebounding and doubles-doubles averaging 19.4 points and 14.4 rebounds per game.
"She is definitely our go to person in the 1110,1 critical times, and she
has been able to handle the burden of carrying a squad," said Bison
Head Coach Cathy Parson. "I think a 101 of that has to do with the fact
that she knows she is a winner and expects nothing less than victory:·
Not only does Gardner lead the MEAC in scoring but Gardner also
signed her name in school history, taking third place in overall .
rebounding and eighth place in overall scoring. Despite all the glitz
and the glam Gardner remains humble "Last year I would ha\'e never

Andrea Gardner

By Chauna Bryant
Hilhop Contributing Writer
n game preparations, coaches watch tnpe~ of upcoming oppo
nent's previous games in order to determine the other ream's
strengths and weaknesses. Opposing coaches are puzzled as
they watch Lady Bison center Andrea Gardner grab rebound
after rebound and bury shots from everywhere in 1he paint: what strategy can they use against this punishing pivot? How do you stop the
Shaquille O' Neal of MEAC women's basketball?
As the 2000-2001 MEAC Player of the Year and Firs1 Team All Conference member Gardner is definitely a force to be reckoned with.
Gardner, who just grabbed her I000th rebound this past Saturday
against FAMU, leads the MEAC in rebounding averaging 11.4
rebounds a game. Gardner is in third place in scoring in the MEAC
averaging 15.7 points a game. and recorded her 1000'• point mark earlier in the season.

I

thought l would 1:>e doing something like this." said Gardner. "The
thing, that I have accomplished I ne\'er thought that I would be able to
accomplish those things. I never really thought about it."
Gardner is a '·6'3" senior from Friendly High School who has been
playing basketball since she was nine years old. Gardner was recruited
by George Mason and University of Maryland but chose in the end to
attend Howard. " What made me come to Howard was 1ha1 l felt comfortable with the coaches," said Gardner "I knew most of the team,
and when I came 10 visit Howard it was a comfortable experience.''
f'rom the beginning Gardner was an exciting player for the Bison.
often dclighling the home crowd with spirited dunks in the team's
annual March Madness celebration. However. the main >1ay of Gardner's game, rebounding. isn't something that usually draws a 101 of fan
appreciation. Nevertheless. her teammates appreciate Gardner's tenacious nature on the boards. and they Jove her soft hands that sometimes appear 10 be made of scotch tape.
"It's ju>t fun (to play with her) because I know I can give her any
kind of pass and she'll catch it tmd as a point guard you need that
because that way I don't have to worry about turnovers" starling point
guard Nicole Jackson said.
Gardner will gr.tduatc lhis May with a degree in exercise physiology
but admits that her ultimate go.ti is play in the WNBA "Any team it
doesn't really matter the chance to play in the WNBA would be a
dream come true.''

For some swimmers. traveling to the
University of Maryland, Baltimore
County, to compete in the Northeast
Conference Swimming and Diving
championship was the end of the season. But for four seniors it was the end
of their career and all of them are
happy about it. Senior Jahi Thompson,
who returned this yc.~r after sitting out
with a medical red shirt during 2000200 I season said that he "missed the
compe1i1iveness of 1he sport, and I
wanted 10 contribute 10 the team and
show my dedication." Thompson,
along with other seniors expressed
how they were grateful that they were
able to complete a successfu l collegiate swimming and diving career.
The Sharks and Lady Sharks gave an
impressive performan::c, despite being
small in numbers. Senior Lady Shark
Captain Casi Ida Troner stated that
because of 1he 1eam ·s small size. it was
harder 10 compete and even harder to
do well against larger schools.
The team as a whole, however. did
well as they broke records as well as
finished in the1op five in select events.
Troner now holds the school record for
the fastest time in the 100-yard bu11ertly with a ti me of 58. 99 seconds.
Trouer who set the record forthe NEC
I 00-yard backstroke record two years
ago, finished third this year in the
same event. A relay team consisting
of sophomore Ian Perry-Okpara.
junior Afolabi Adeleke-Adedoyin,
sophomore Olufolahan Oluwole, and
senior Charles Washington made up
four relays during 1he Conference
Championship. The relay team placed

second in both the 200-yard freestyle
relay and medley relay while finishing
third in both the 400-yard freestyle
and medley relays. f'or Shark individual performances. Senior Charles
Washington also finished fifth in the
I00-yard butterfly with a time of 52.21
seconds while Ian Perry-Okpara, who
currently holds a few school records.
finished fourth in the 100-yard butterfly, second in the I()(). and 200-yard
backstroke. Sophomore Donte Coleman finished fourth in the 400-yard
Individual medley with a time of
4.50.87. Junior Afolabi Adeleke-Adedoyin also finished third in the JOOyard freestyle with:, 1imeof47.37 seconds.
For the Lady Sharls, senior Jennifer
Carroll swam her personal best in the
100,yard Bunerlly, with a time of
1.05.55. Junior Miriam Lynch, who
along with Carroll. proved 10 be an
important part of the relay 1e.1m, swam
an off event. the 1650-yard freestyle
with a time of I8.30 seconds. 45 finishing sixth. Onyincchukua Monu, the
younger sister of Howard record holder and former Olympic swimmer,
Ngozi Monu finished first in her heat
of the I00-yafd breas1s1roke with a
time of I. I 3.78.
Senior Darcy Crute who was the
sole male diver for the Sharks. placed
third in the one-meter diving competition and sixth overall in the threemeter diving compe1i1ion during the
championships.
Parting ad1ice from the seniors 10
the underclassmen· "Take every
opportunity and use it to your advantage. Never take for granted your
opportunities."

Men's and Women's
Basketball Make Final Push
to Tournament
By Ebony A. Reid
Contributing Writer
Coming off of a stunning upset loss
to Bethune-Cookman. the Lady
Bison hope to continue their home
winning streak as they face Norfolk
State's Lady Spartans on Saturday at
2pm in Howard's Burr Gymnasium.
If the first ranked m the Mid Eastern
A1hlc1ic Conference Lady Bison win
this home game, then i1will be their
14th win in 15 games and will also
be their second win against Norfolk
Staie this year.
The last time Howard and Norfolk
mc1, Howard served Norfolk an 8468 defeat. thanks to an 18-5 second
half run jointly led by junior guard
Asia Petty and senior center Andrea
Gardner. The Lady Bison's also got
help from sophomore guard Simone
Agee. who hadl5 points nnd 6
rebounds, and junior forward Court•
ncy Kirk, who delivered 14 points
and 8 rebounds. The Lady Bison's
Strong defense forced Norfolk Stale
to shoot only 33 percent from the
field.
The Lady Bison has truly demonstrated that they are a team that has
staying power. Their almost impeccable record is a reflection of their
good coaching under Head Coach
Cathy Parson and their strong offensive. as well as defensive abilities.
The Lady Bison look to continue
their romp in the MEAC.
For the men's basketball team. they

may have a ,lightly more difficult
time holding off the Spartan; of Norfolk State's this Saturday. At 4pm in
Burr Gymna,mm the number 3
ranked Bison m the Mid-Ea,tcrn
Athletic Conference will a11empt to
turn 1hc tide, against 1he Norfolk
S1nic Spartans.
When the two reams me1 in January.
the Spanans conquered the Bison 8784 in a neck and ncc'k banle. a battle
that ran into ovcrt11nc. Although the
Bison led 1110,1 of 1he first half, neither 1cam led by more than 4 points
in 1hc second half. Junior guard Kyle
Williams appc,1rcd 10 have insured
the win for Howard when he scored
with only 12 seconds left on the
clock. but Norfolk's sophomore
guard Chakowby Hicks swept pa\t
1wo Howard defenders and reeled the
game into O\'Crtime. The Bison hope
that history won't repeat itself.
,\s 1hc Bison begin a series of the
three final home games including
one against number one ranked
Hampton on February 25th, they
10<.>k to step up their game defensively. They need 10 continue their
strategies which allowed them to take
a 58-55 win over Florida A&M last
Saturday.
The Howard Men and Women's Basketball teams are proving 10 be a formidable force as they move towards
the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference
that is scheduled to take place the
first week in March.
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Howard Wrestlers Making A Name
Walker, Thompson are Second to None
,,

By Michael T. Lyle. Jr.
Contributing Writer
Senior Ephraim Walker and junior Adrian Thompson have proven 10 be standout competitors for the
Bison. Over the weekend, both did exceptionally
well in the East Regional Duals Wrestling Match at
Duquesne University. Thompson was perfect in all
four of his matches, including a 6-3 decision victory
over Delaware State's Mario Rinaldi in the teams'
second meet of the season, won by the Bison, 21-15.
"I wanted to wear him out and was able to do so,"
said Thompson. "I'm still trying to work on my
change-up though."
Last year's East Regional finalist has compiled a
79-22 career record with Howard, including a 26-7
record this season. He has enough potential that
will catapult him to the top of the Heavyweight division. It's a strong possibility that he will be placed
as the top seed in the NCAA National Championships next month, but that's not st0pping the
Orlando, Florida native from completing his ultimate goal of winning the crown in Albany, NY.
Mainly, he hopes that his excess training will prove
10 be the difference.
"I like to improve on my skills," said Thompson.
" I run and lift weights a lot in the off-season. Hopefully, ii will help move me up to the top of the
nationa1 ranks.''

After sining out for nearly a month with an injury.
he has gone on a tear in recent weeks. winning
seven out of ten matches that include four by way of
a major-decision and two by a normal decision. He
could not have been any happier gening back into
action.
"I felt pretty confident coming back and compet•
ing," said Walker. who looked in top shape at the
East Regional Duals. "Everything fells good con•
sidering l.'ve only been back witl1 the team for a
month."

Not only is the Oakland. California native pro•
gressing as a wrestler. he hns excelled in the classroom as well. He is expected to graduate Magna
Cum Laude this spring, something that he credits
head coach Wade Hughes for helping him accomplish.
"(Coach Hughes) figures that if you can be a good
athlete, you can also be a good student." said Walker. "Wrestling and academics are both important
because they require a lot of hard work."
With the East Regional and national champi•
onships on the horizon. Walker's goals are preny
much the ,ame as Thompson;-win both the East
Regional and NCAA Champions in the 166 weightclass. If he does, it will be for the sake of his team.
"It'll be not just for me, but for the team and the
coaches." said Walker, who won the East Regional
in his junior year. " I owe it to them for helping me
become so successful."

Meanwhile, Walker is on the verge of completing
his illustrious career with the Bison Wrestling Team.

Come check out The Hilltop
on Tuesday nights for our
budget meetings.

From Bl
From Elbows to Rebounds, Hoops Standouts
Propel Bison
.
get better. You tell Aki something and he goes out and
he tries to do it, and I think having a great altitude
makes him such a winner. I really think his best basketball is still ahead of him,"
Although basketball is the only sport that Thomas has
ever played, he admits that it has not always been his
first love.
" I didn't start playing organized baske,tball until I was
10. I started out in a linle pee wee league back home in
New York," said Thomas. "Bui basketball wasn't
always my first love. When I was a kid, I used to like
making those little model kit cars. I was kind of into
that. I grew up as a single child so I was really into single child type stuff."
During his high school years at Manhallan Center in
New York, Thomas won several awards, but in his
senior year was named the Manhanan PSAL Player of
the Year and received honorable mention All-American

honors.
Off the court, the sociology major enjoys playing solitaire. but says that what he really loves to do is eat. His
favorite food is Haagen Dazs Butter Pecan ice cream.
" It has to be Haagen Dazs," Thomas said emphatically, but with a laugh. "It can't be any off brands."
He has hopes of making it to the NBA one day, but
says that he would ultimately like to own a restaurant
as well.
"The NBA has always been a dream since I started
playing ball. but if it doesn't happen then I won't cry
about it. I do want to play some form of professional
basketball though, maybe overseas.
Ultimately, I'd like to own a restaurant. Not really a
franchise, or a chain, but I just want to own a nice, cool
restaurant."

FromAl

Assembly Approves Amendments
last year," Brown said, " I am not
saying that they don't work hard, but
their has to be some cap."
Echoing Brown, School of Communication Vice-President. Ashley
Mcfarlin said, "Like Stefanie said
its not that they don't work hard, it's
just that these positions are not jobs,
they are incentives for the position."
The motion, however, was finally
tabled due to lack of information
and time to investigate. The assembly will present the amendments
that it agreed upon to the student
body for a vote.
Also brought before General
Assembly, were two grievances concerning organizational funding allocations.

l(irtley. UGSA representative for the
School of Business, "Its their ability
define what good academic standing
is for their candidates, whether its
coincides with the other schools or
not.h
After a consensus, it was decided
to take out the clause that included
the HUSA policy board. It was also
decide that the clarification to Arti•
cle I; Section 5; Clause C would not
be included.
HUSA also proposed that no stu•
dents who receive stipends and
funds from the office of the ViceProvost for Student Affairs should
receive any funds amounting to
more than the cost of tuition.
"Some students made $14,000

The Canadian Student Association, the fourth largest international
student organization on campus,
filed a complaint stating that they
had not been awarded as much as
previously because of technicalities.
"We were only given $89," the
co-president of the organization
stated, "If we had known the guidelines before we turned in our appli·
cations, we feel that we would have
been better prepared."
However, after hearing from the
HUSA financial coordinator, Marl<
Hassle, the General Assembly member dismissed the complaint. Hassle
explained those guidelines were not
given out to prevent organizations
from altering their budgets.
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Are available in the Office of Student Activities

'

Positions Available:
Operations Assistant
Treasurers Assistant
Chair's Assistant
Tatent Show Coordinator
Fashion Show Coordinator
Vending/Yardfest Coordinator
GospeJ Show Coordjnator
Step Show Coordinator
Pageant Coordinator
.
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**New Due Date*•

MARCH 1, 2002
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Training Day:

1st

Person
A Loss of
Appreciation
By Nicole Ferguson
Comributing Writer

Workout Tools for the Howard Athlete
We have decided to write this section of the Hilltop for the " thletes t111djit11ess enthusiast of H ow" rd University a11d our willi11g11ess to aid
those i11 their p ursuit of sound mind 0111/ body. We h op e you enjoy tmd feel free to em ail 11s ify ou h ave a11y questions.
By Rhadi Ferguson, CSCS a nd Kenneth
Stc"art, NASM
Contributing Writers
The athlete functions in an environment
unlike any other individual. Theenvironmenl
is multiplanar. mullidimensional, unstable
and very challenging on the nervous system.
To function in such an environment and
achieve peak performance tlie athlete may
wam to psychologically and physically sci a
tr:.lining environment to mimic their competition environment. This mimicking process
of the environment and conditions are some
of the many facch of specificity of training..
Sport specific training is very i,nportanl in
order for lhe athlete lO achieve the ultimate
and desired go.11 - OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE.
Optimum Perfonnancc
Optimum Performance is achieved when an
athlete is in physical and mental harmony
with the environment and able 10 execute
sporlS specific tasks effectively due to pl'Oper conditioning. and preparation.
The Multiplanar and Multidimensional
Environment
There arc 3 planes of motion:
Sagittal {backward - forward)
Frontal (left - right)
Transverse (up - down)
Without proper supervision, most athletes
work the muscles in lhe sagiual plane. TI1esc
are the muscles they can sec and hence over1rain. ln the sagittal plane, bench presses,
dumbbell flies, ecc., are overused. The overuse
in turn may cause a muscular imbalance,
increase lhe possibility of joint instability,
cause a lack ofjoinc integrity, cause weak pos•
ture, and uhimnccly lead 10 injury.
The Unstable and Multid imensional
Environment
As mentioned above, craining (mimicking
the individual at play) muse also be performed in an unstable environment. The

Lase weekend marked lhe one-year anniversary of the focal lung cancer diagnosis my
stepfather received. and it was quice saddening thac I found myself at yet :mother funeral - chis one being my uncle's. II wasn'cuntil
1ha1 Friday at the burial ground that it
occurred 10 me how much time I did 1101 spent
wich cilher of them and how much I rcgre11ed ic.
You sec. in our lives, people come and go.
friendship, disincegrate. neighbors move
away, and family members pass. /\J1d it
seems thac when we do have the chance 10
befriend people. we usually opt to just let
them exisc in our lives unacknowledged. It
is not umil chose people are gone forever chat
we wish we could go back in time and build
stronger friendship,. This pa,1 August my
sccpfather passed. In the three months
between his diagnosis and his death. all I
could do was watch.
I watched as his full head of hair fell out,
like leaves off an autumn tree, in a week's
cime. I wacched as his 6' I" frame decerioraced to a fr.iii 120 lbs. And as the cancer took
over his brain. I watched as he saw tl1ings chat
were 1101 there, and heard chings thal had noc
been said. I'd have to remind him of where
he was when he goc lose in his own house. He
knew he was dying, and he was brave enough
10 accept chat reality, but I wasn't.
By the end of June I escaped 10 New Yori-.
10 live wich my biological father so I could
be relieved ofche torcure of watching che only
,trong man in my life die. I soughc counseling. bm always lefl the session, wondering
why I cared. From the day chat he and my
mocher goc married in A1lan1a six years ago,
I never acknowledged him; I never gave him
the respect he deserved for taking on some
other man's rcsponsibilicy.
To me. he was an out,ider, an imruder.
someone who was trying 10 come in my
house and regulate - nnd I was not about 10
have chat! To put him in his place, I ignored
him. erased his exiscence ouc of my world.
and jusc preccndcd a, if ic wa, scill jusc my
mother and I. But 10 my defeat. he stuck
around.
He was there when I had my fir$! boyfriend
in 811' grade. he took pictures of my firsc day
of high school, he 100k me 10 gel my restriccive license when I was fifteen. chaperoned
my ,weec ;ix1ccn party. calmed my mom
down when I goc my congue pierced for my
17th binhday. helped me move in the dorm
freshman year, and even sent me care pack•
ages. But ic wasn't until TI1anksgiving break
of my freshman year, chat a friendship really
bloomed between us.
1went home and one day just decided to sit
down with him on the while sofa in our family room and ,park up a convcrsncion. We
talked for hours and hours about everyching
- school, politics. life, e.,periences... and ic
wasn't uncil thac moment, six years after we
mec that I realized he wa., human too.
He had feelings. he had pride, he fell happiness and pain just as I do, and I finally
accepted che face 1ha1 he was not trying to
invade and destroy our family. he w:,s just try•
ing 10. as he would say. "do right by us". I
had created a new friendship wilh Stewey
(1hnt', was my nickname for him) and it was
as if I had disco,crcd a buried trea,ure. It had
bee there nil along. but I never dug deep
enough 10 reveal its contents. But when I did,
it was so refreshing.
I was amazed at how I knew so linle abouc
this man 1ha1 shared the same house as me.
but now that I realized whac a valuable person he was, I thirsced 10 know more about him
- how he came 10 be Stewey. Evidencly face
was not on my side. and around this time last
year, Scewey wns diagnosed wi~1 the highest
level of lung cancer. I wcnl home for the summer and by fall Stewey was dead.
We buried him in his Aclanla hometown a
day before the semester started. I admic ii is
hard leuinggoofhim, and somccimes I wo,1der ifhisdcach wa, my punishment from God
for being so selfish and dismissive of Stewcy.
Whatever God's plan wa,, I know now chat
because of my ignorance I missed out on a
once in a lifetime opportunity 10 get 10 know
someone who, besides his death. could have
made a great influence and contribution 10 my
life.
I would never wish such a loss in anyone
else's life so. plcasedon·1 niake the same miscake I did. Gee to know the people who surround you. the strangers that sit nexc 10 you
in class, the neighbors who,c name, you
don't know, and most importancly your fan1ily members because you never know whnl
you mighc miss out on if you never take tl1e
chance to find out.

inscability improves coordination, balance,
agility and power. The high jump in track and
field is an evcnc chat illustraccs instabilicy. The
high jump requires power. agility. balance and
coordination. To qualify as an elite high
jumper (jumper over 7 feel) one muse have
e.,cellent explosion. TI1is type of explosiveness is particular and requires che achlete 10
explode from one leg (balance). Training a
high jumper to improve his/her proprioception may require 1he strength coach 10 have
lhc alhlece perform one-legged squalS with chc
back foot on the bench. progress 10 performing ,;me-legged squncs with che back fool on
a physioball. advance 10 one-legged squais
with lhe b;ick leg on a physioball and lhe front
leg on a balancing. pad. ending lhc exercise
with eye,, closed (coordination). This progression improves che achleces' kineschetic
awareness, proprioception 1ha1 will in curn
increase the a1hle1es· incramuscular coordinncion. "Intramuscular coordinacion is the
capacity to recruit motorunits within a muscle. Beginner nchletes usually recruit abouc
60% while advanced uchletes can recruic
about 85%" (Paul Check, 1995).
")bur body ha.< a built in "circuit bret1ker"
system to amid major damage when a joim
loses swbility.... 77,is "circuit breaker" effect
is a pltysiological fact. If your bmin senses
joim i,istabilif): the prime 1110,..,,s tltat suppor1
tltat jo:111 cannot fw1ctio11 properly. )Im must
first regain joilll stability before the prime
m,wers can be utiliied for anyt/ri11g otlter
than wrrecting your balance. hi 01/ter words,
losi11g your balance. el'en for a split seco11d,
means a loss of fimctional strength while
your mimllbody focuses 011 the 111m1ber one
priori!): regC1i11i11g balance. It sta11tls 1<1 rea•
son that tlte atlrlete who possesses better balance is more likely ta succeed titan hisllter
op{lotte11t witlr lesser balance. "
(h11p://w11,cpetfon11a11cefi11ula111e111als.co111/b
os11.l11111)
There is a dirccc correlation becween
improved balanced and impro,·ed ability.
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Additionally. improving one's proprioception
and kinesthetic awareness will provide the
athlete with more scablc joints. As joinis gee
more scuble lhe prime movers (muscles) are
•·allowed" by che brain, 10 be recruited (via
intramuscular coordination and efficiency).
improving sports performance
Challenge The Nenous System
"A funccional decline in the capacity of lhe
central ner--ous syscem (CNS) is one of the
key causes of the loss of strengch and coordinacion. Physiologically there occurs a
decline in CNS efficiency in controlling che
imcgration. grading. and modification of signals necessary for muscle function. This causes boch a reduccion in the recrui1men1 of
muscles and a decreased function of sensory
receptors located in joincs. muscle, and tendon,." hich arc ncccs.sary in functional motor
onu-ol."
(h!!p·/lwww,,111:n~lhfit.cQ1o/Su;cnalhE11,(•ru-

~The nervous
'~ -sysccm
a~
consisis ofche brain. tlie

)

spinal cord, and the ,eries of nerves in the
body. Sometimes called the cemral processing unit (CPU). ic regulnces and coordinaces
every other system in the body. The athlete's
CPU allows for the various parts of lhe body
10 communicate with c,1ch other more effeccively.
Preparing the alhlecc for optimum performance will n.'((uire challenging the athlete's
nervous system within che parameters of a
proper periodi1ed weight lifting program.
Thxing the nervous system will:
Allow che athlete 10 work under specific
conditions. which mimic the environment of
performance (specificity of training. conditions such as anxiety. ccc.).
Allow chc achlcce to feel comforcable performing. under such conditions (neuroadaptation).
Heighten the atl1lete\ senses before competition -(ucilize chistluring warm up., - i.e.

in crack athletes use a dynamic warm up and
often sprint before lhe race. This heighcens the
nervous syscem).
Coache.~ can targec the nervous system by
using sonie of !he following methods: Requiring track athletes 10 race during practice,
football players 10 perform "down and discance drills" under high consequential situations, basketball players 10 shoot free throws
wich rewards such as 2 less sprinlS after practice or some type of incentive lhn1 makes lhe
sicuncion "high pressured". Ac large schools
and/or institutions ii is noc uncommon for baskecball or football pmctice 10 be held while a
tape of crowd noise is played thtoughou1 lhe
scadium or gym to simulace game time sicuations. The goal of targeting lhe nervous syscem during !raining can be accomplished in
the weight room by requiring the athlete to
perform various ,cabihzing exercise,.
If optimum performance is the desired goal
of a sports profession, tlicn understanding !hat
the spol'I environment is multiplanar. multidimensional. unscable and very challenging
on the nervous system is necessary in program design. Perioclization is importanl to
training as well. buc some sports seasons do
001 make allowance for periodized craining.
although all sports ,vould benefit from specificity of tr(lining. The key is 10 provide the
:ichlece with an environmenc. through choosing the appropriate exercises and craining
condicion,. !hat will mimic the sport as much
as possible. but !hat has safe as possible. This
will nid in chc development of lhe athlete.
Rhadi Ferguson (rhndif@hounail.com) is a
Ccnified Strength and Conditioning Specialist and,, cun-cnc Strength Coach intern at
the Univen,ily of Maryland. Kenneth Scewarc (kb_s1ewar1@yahoo.com) is a Certified
Pcn.onal Tminc, chrough the National Academy of Spores Medici1ie and fiuiesi. consultant to seveml local univen.icies.
Boch gentlemen arc former Howard Uni,-ersicy A1hlc1es.

Aaliyah to Raise Hell at Box Office
By Chay Lee
Contributing Writer
Grade:

B

Queen of the Damned. Aaliyah's lase finished work began as a dark movie set in present daytime. A vampire named Lesia!
(Stewart Townsend) has broken the vampire
code by joining a rock band in his lyrics. dis•
cussing vampire lifo and saying secret vam
pirecodes. He is living the rock scarlife with
fans and groupies. Bui instead of sleeping
wich them like most rock scars. he kills
them. Since vampires arc supposed 10 live
in silence he haseffcccively pissed off all che
other vampires. He plans to give one big
concert in California and he publicly invices
all the angry vampires 10 come. His music
has also awakened a 6000-year•old vampire
Akashn (Aaliyah) affectionacely known as
the Queen of che Damned.
She feels that vampires should not live in
the shadows and has a thing for Lestat
because his music puts vampires " out
there." She decides she wanes 10 rule che
world wich Lestal by her side and kill nil the
ocher vampires chat arc not wich her plan.
Meanwhile. there is n young female vampire

hunter nnmed Jessica, who while trying to
chase down Lestal. She accually begins 10
fall in live with him. Of course. this complicaces chings.
Blood. guts, love, and a preuy girl- all the
elements needed for a good story. This movie
was jusc a., good as any ocher vampire movie.
There was enough rock music in this movie
1oturn me inco a rockin' roll fan. By the middle of the movie. whenever music came on
I was tl1rown' my hands up and doing the
head banging thing
The movie's cicle was a linle misleading. II
should have been called" Lestal: The Struggles of a Vampire."
The movie was really about his life; chere
were a lot of flashbacks and we preny much
got his whole pitiful life scory. If you are
going 10 this movie 10 see Aaliyah, slow up.
Aaliyah didn'c show up uncil coward the end.
Bue once she came on the scene, she was no
joke. She played the evil thing preny well ;
I was scared of her.
Even chough she was all made up 10 look

evil. she scill looked beautiful. It was kin
of eerie seeing her play the Queen of ch
Damned, and knowing she passed away. I
wu., a decent movie and ii held my anention
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Person
21-Now What?
By Aurellia C. Anderson
Contributing Writer
Puzzled as to what I wanted to share with
my family on today. I concluded that I would share
my vision for li fe. It's been a long time getting here
having to de.11 with issues from the past and dilemmas of the present and fears of the future. Being the
only child I clung to the people in my life not realizing that if they are not the same way, it will suffocate them. At the time I did not understand this but
today I do and in a way has shaped how I love. I love
cautiously not wanting to cause harm to the other
individual that I care about. Turning twenty-one
leaves no room for fear; challenges have to be met and
mountains must be removed. Today, I'm twenty-one,
now what?
The world. I am on the brink of an immac•
ulate conception. No body has directly implanted a
seed to produce my "children" but they are about 10
be born. Dreams and hopes are inside my heart that
the world does not know it needs but they do need it
for they are dying. They are panting after some one,
some thing that promises gold but truth of the matter is that it is gold plated ready to turn their arm
green. The last twenty years of my life still leaves
me with questions of why and how come, but I
know that there is a purpose for everything under the
sun .
With an opportunity to be filled with despair
and pain because of the goals that have not been met
yet by today's date. I realize that so much more has
been conquered and accomplished that prepared me
for what is to come. This is a magical time in my life
that I can't waste time complaining and crying over
what has not happened yet, for in due time I will reap
the harvest-I just can't faint. I bless God for granti•
ng me vision to see a better tomorrow for everyone.
My heart cries out daily fol' the wol'id, especially my
African-American brothers and sisters. We have so
much 10 sec and do, we just need someone to let us
know that we can do it.
2-22-02, I have waited so long for you. I
can't even describe how I feel (which is why my
words may sound jumbled). Today docs not mean
that now Aurellia has the liberty to drink or club, or
whatever it is I'm legal to do. It means that now it
really is time to go after my destiny. despite what ever
comes to block it. Time could not be more perfect.
I am hungry as eve,· to do what it is that I am supposed to do in this world. My eyes have always been
open; I am just ready to keep them open. come dust
or bugs! I want my destiny. I have already tasted. I
am just ready 10 enjoy.
Twenty-one and now what? Everything my
heart and hands can hold.
Aurellin C. Anderson is a senior psychology and
English double major from the Home of the Sacramento Kings. She is a member of Ambassadors for
Christ
and
can
be
reached
at
ayrelliaanderson@ynhoo.com.

Trivia

By Harold Eichelberger
Hilltop Staff Writer
Since its conception, The Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences, or belier known as the Oscars has for the past 74
years managed to exclude blacks in some way or the other when
it has come down to handing out awards for African-American cinema. Many people can sit down ,md ponder g,·eat
African-American films that deserve an Academy Award, but
have fallen short of even a nominntion. It is easy 10 point out
the racial parody i,wolved in the Academy. but African-Amer•
ican winners arc a bit spouy.
"Black cinema is a story in film that tells a story about a peo•
pie." said Haile Gerima, Film Professor. ''The story is empow•
ering and therapeutic. In telling stories. you retain the conti•
nuity of your humanity," adds Gerima.
ln 1939, in the best supporting actress category, Hallie
McDaniel won for the role of a maid in "Gone with the Wind,"
but she was barred from attending the film premiere in Atlantn
because it was for whites only. The only other winner for bc>l
suppol"ling actress was in I989 when Whoopi Goldberg won
for "Ghost.''
No other black actress has won since 1989. even though in
1972 Diana Ross was nominated for best actress for "Lady Sings
the Blues," and Cicely Tyson was nominated for ''Sounder."
"Sounder" was also nominated for best film, and best actor for
Paul Winfield. but neither won.
"Our stories are just appendages to white stories since we live
in a white supremacist society. How can a white pen.on tell your
story to empower you? When white people tell your stories.
they empower themselves, not you." said Gerima.
In 1989, when Spike Lee released "Do the Right Thing," many
were expecting Oscar potential. But in,tead. "Driving Miss
Daisy," a film about a white woman and her black chauffeur
won for best film. Excluding ''Training Day," Denid Wash
ington has been nominated five limes and has won only once
for best supponing acto,· in "Glory."
"\Ve don't win unless the film appeals to 1hc white audience.
It has to be a change,'' says Rita Baldwin. a sophomore film
major. Projecting further, in 1996. Cuba Gooding, Jr. won an
award for best suppol'ting actor in ·'Jerry Maguire." The only
winner of a besl uctor award was Sidney Poitier in his 1963 role
in "Lilies of the Field."
171is year. African-American nominations have garnered the
scene in a way that has not occurred ,een since 1972. For the
category of best actor, Denzel Washington is nominated for
"Training Day," and Will Smith for ''Ali." Also. Halle Ben')'
was nominated for best actre,s in "Monster's Boll." Th" is a
first for the academy. and a first for minimal progress.

Despite the listing of award winners and nominations, statis•
tics on the academy beckons a larger illustration in the science
of e,clusion. " It\ like any other thing. It is dominated by white
males like any other industry," ,aid B,1ldwin. l low1n,1ny black
females or black males vote for winners," adds Baldwin.
According to afroccntl'icnews.com. Jes, than 200 of the 5600
academy members that pick winners are African-American.
Also, according 10 the l.,\. Ti111<'s, in I 990 to I 999, only 8%
of nonwhites including African-A111ericans. Asians. Latinos,
and r--:ativc Americans were nominated for the highest-ranking
categories. That comes to a number of only 19.
No African-American has ever won best female actJ-ess, best
film director, or best film writer. And only 5 have won for best
supporting roles.
The fact is that 1/4 of all movie goers are African -American,
which is an astounding srntistic to counter againM the academy. Ironically. according to Gerima. "Each month 99.2% of
all movies released a,-e white. Only 1.8'k of movies released
each month arc black movies."
Baldwin admits, ''Black movies tend to go through periods
such as black exploitntion. the gang period. and now there is
commercialized filmmaking. Commercialized in the way the
lilms are being distributed. If 1he norm is love. then love , 10ries will be distributed such as 'The Be,t Man.' and · Love and
Basketball.""
According to the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, their purpose is "to advance the arts and sciences of
motion pictures: foster cooperation among creative leaders for
cultural, educational and technological progress; recognize outstanding achic,cments. __ ,,
This purpose seems as one that is very vivid in its own hollowness when it comes fb the understanding of cooperation
among "cultural progress!" The academy lacks in i1s own purpose of creation as it aucmph to foster and award the charac•
teristics of creativity.
"It [the Oscars] is a fobricatcd white ritual that sustains and
keeps them in power in the minds of humans,'" said Gerima.
"It is to keep with the sacrilicial ceremony linking them to
Greek-Roman cultural imperialbm. It is about creating your
own rituals. empowerment, and linking them with your own

Last week was kind of hot but this yellf it will be
kind of chilly in this issue of six degrees, because
honestly your fa\'oritc celebrities have been behaving themselves which is truly unfortunate for you.
But this week the creator of 6 degrees gives you a
p,-esentation of sexual harassment. lies, and red tape.
And all that can be said is that this week the degrees
are going to another dangerous level that we might
ha,-e to hide out, cause it's murder. Speaking of murder it looks like Murder lnc.'s new diamond in the
rough is about to take the R & 8 world by storm with
her personal story of love's lessons. Ashanti the first
R & B act off 1he label will be releasing her album
Foolish on April 9'h. And it seems the 'Foolish' star
may be 'Unfoolish' in her pursuit to the top of the
industry. In about three weeks Ashanti who used the
popularized Debarge sample on ·Foolish'. will be
releasing a remix titled 'Unfoolish' where the Noto•
rius BIG will be rapping. Hey I said that these
degrees would be murder .. . Fat Joe who features
Ashanti on his latest single 'What's Luv". on the
other hand is only ki lling us all in the degree of comedy. He is starting to consider himself a sex sym•
bol? No lie the Overweight Lover Fat Joe i> start•
ing to hope he gets to the esteemed status that Heavy
D was back in the day. As I said comedy was a big
part of this degree. On Sunday at the Brooklyn Cafe
Joe pulled a fan up on stage and began to grind with
her, he responded by saying. "We just need more fat
sex symbols out there," he said ... With se,, on the
brain can we talk about how James Brown got off
on sexual harassment charges. The artist who was
accused of sexual harassment was cleared in a courl
of law this week. I guess he will be singing ·Qooow
I Feel Good.' ... He might not be the only one singing
this tune also. P Diddy is having the outs with
Arista. It appears that while appearing on tour with
Nsync he has picked up one of their songs telling LA
Reid 'Bye, Bye, Bye'. The CEO of Bad Boy will be
taking his label from the distributor and it looks as
if changes will be happening with the artists on the
label. ''The talks are heating up."' Diddy said about
talk with other companies. "Everything is real pos•
itive. We don' t know yet." But Faith knows what she
is doing at least, the singer has decided to drop Bad
Boy and let Arista distribute her solely. l guess Bad
Boy ·gets no 10,-e' . Well in the department of no love
lost it looks like Jay-Z is baclJng his friend and
album mate completely. as be is defending singer R
Kelly, stating that he is an "entertainer". Jay what
kind of entertainer though? But besides him back•
ing Kelly Jay-Z has already found a month for his
new solo album to drop. As Wyclef has said Jay will
be gone till November, when he delivers ·The Gift
and the Curse'. Speaking ofthe cursed, It looks like
front runner replacement of Lucy Pearl, Joi will be
dropping
her third album. Who will buy it. maybe
,tory.'' said Geri111a.
This ycar'sOscarbua is monumental for African-Americans. I should take a guess and say the same amount of
Despite 1he upsets that occurred for African-Americans at this people who bought her other two album, ... no one·t
year\ Golden Globe Awards. African-American, have a rusty Speaking of musical outca,ts, OutkaM will be per•
hoJ)<.: in taking home an O,car this year. This year can be the forming at the Grammies after all, along with Ali•
difference between just being on the list of nominees. and win• cla Keys. the Moulin Rouge Clique, and Nsync with
Nelly. Yes that isn't a typo, and no it's not Nelly Forning an award.
tado but the boys of the hour have some ·Country
Grt,mmar' apparently in their vocabulary. The
vocabulary word for today would ha,-e to be 'secret'
and it seems that Erykah Bndu and Common have
used this noun in a great way. The two arc cngnged,
supposedly. At prim 1ime Common's MCA records
neither confirmed nor denied that the artist, who is
working on his new album the Electric Circus,
which drops this June, was engaged Well if they are
hey, we can say one thing Seven might actually have
a normal childhood now. I mean when your daddy
dresses like he escaped ns Miss Congeniality of Cell
Block Bin Rikers Island how can you really be normal? The rumor mills are buzzing right now and I
promise you that next week I wi ll have something
that will make your mouth drop as if you saw your
professor at the Penthouse stripping. So if you
didn't get the connection. then you arc as Sprint says
' the pcs customer has been temporarily disconnected, message 112."

Dragonfly Glides Into the Box Office

What is the
capital of
Djibouti?
By Enoch Tims Ill
Contributing Writer

*All questions
are time monitored and the
first correct
response has a
chance to obtain
a great prize.

Degrees
of
Separation

Dragonfly is a hard movie to review. Sure a film can be StJ'Ong
(i.e. strong acting, story, and direction), but certain question,
also have to be considered-ls the film inspired? Wi ll the audi•
ence have an invested interest in the characters and the subse•
quent developments that arise?
An affirmative in both questions will usually indicate a positively sterling fi lm and a glowing review from yours truly.
However. there are many degrees and le,-els to the inspiration
and interest that a movie conveys. With Dragonfly. the audience has a-according to criteria-strong film, yet it just does
not merit the fare for METRO, nor the $8.00 AMC movie ticket required to view it.
The major problem with Dragonfly (directed by Tom Shadyac) is its lackluster amount of in,piration. Sure, a story about
emergency room doctor Joe Darrow's (Kevin Costner) contact
with hb dead oncologist wife, Emily (Kathryn Erbe). through
the near-death experiences of her former patients should be
gre.11 popcorn fodder.
Nonetheless, most of the fantastic occurrences in this movie
arc simply not that cle,•er, not that exciting, and not that scary.

The film basically packs the punch of a little girl. especially
aficr comparing it to its monolith predecessors. The Exorcist
and The Sixth Sense. Those movies were extremely clever (The
Exorcist was bordering on genius), extremely exciting, and
extremely scary.
The next problem Mems from shortcomings produced by the
first- a gcneml low level of interest in the plot and all characters involved. The movie has:, lot of throwaway static characters, including the protagonist. Every char:tctcr's purpo.c was
to move an already plodding plot along. Aficr their job was
done, the characters were simply yanked out of existence. Even
Katl1y Bates, an Academy Award winning actress, is little more
than a walking, talking footnote masquerading as Costner's
neighbor and temporary confidant (Dr. Darrow has a long line
of advice spouting friends).
This movie should be good. It has what should be a hell of
an endmg. strong actors. and "did you ju;t sec that" ~upernatural hauntings. Nevertheless. it docs not have that elusive "it"
factor that makes a movie worth paying to sec at your nearest
multiplex. It is simply a formula without the bang; so what
results is a mildly interesting ending. strong actors in bit characters,:md (what amounts to)spool.ycamem tricks. Rent Dragonfly at Blockbuster.

'
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Legendary Soul Legend James Brown.
Brown will be
performing at the 9:30
Club

Calendar
What's Going On This Week?

Sunday 2/24
Friday 2/22
Getting to the roof
WHAT: Authors Ayana D. Byrd and Lori L. Tharps discuss their book, a o:Hair
Story: Untangling the Roots of Black Hair in America.a ?
WHEN: ll:30AM- 1:00PM
COST: Free
WHERE: B. Dalton Bookseller-Union Station, 50 Massachusetts Avenue NE,
202-289-1724
Explore our history through art
WHAT: Black Arts Festival. Local and international artisans display black
history through different forms of art.
;
WHEN: 10:00 AM-8:00 PM
COST: Free
WHERE: Union Station, 50 Massachusetts Avenue NE, 202-842-8400
The origins of dance and music
.
WHAT: The Coyoba Dance Theater reatures West African dance and drumming.
WHEN: 8:00 PM
COST: $6-$20
WHERE: Dance Place, 3225 Eight Street NE, 202-269-1600
Saturday 2/23
Blacks in Aviation
WHAT: Discover the contributions made by black men and women to aviation
from 1920-1950 at the African American Pioneers in Aviation exhibi1.
WHEN: 10:00 AM-3:00 PM
COST: Free
WHERE: National Air and Space Museum, Seventh Street and Independence Avenue
SW, 202-357-2700
Basketball with a twist
WHAT: Experience the magic of the Harlem Globetrotters and their on-court
antics.
WHEN: 1:00 PM
COST: $12-$75
WHERE: MCI Center, 60 I F Street NW, 202-432-7328
Everywhere is here
WHAT: Rising singer/guitarist Michelle Branch, known for her hit single
Everywhere performs tonight.
WHEN: 9:00 PM
COST: Call for prices
WHERE: 9:30 Club, 815 V Street NW, 202-432-7328/202-265-0930

Museum reopening
WHAT: The Anacostia Museum, new ly renovated, opens just in time for Black
History Month.
WHEN: 3:00 PM-6:00 PM
COST: Free
WHERE: Anacostia Museum and Center for African American History and Culture,
1901 Fort Place.SE, 202-287-2061
Music for the soul
WHAT: Cash Monies and the Jctseuer perform tonight with Topaz.
WHEN: 10:00 PM
COST: $7
WHERE: Metro Cafe, I 522 14th Street NW 202-588-9 11 8
Walk through local history
WHAT: Local guide Brian Kraft wi ll lead this walking tour of Ledroit Park.
This is the last day to catch the walking tour.
WHEN: 1:00 PM and 3:00 PM
COST: $16
WHERE: Tour begins at the Shaw/Howard Metro Station, 202-357-3030
Monday2/25
Say it loud
WHAT: The Godfather or Soul James Brown brings the funk to the stage tonight.
WHEN: 7:30 PM
COST: $50
WHERE: 9:30 Club, 815 V Street NW, I-800-787-9454
The real HU?
WHAT: Cheer the Lady Bison on a~ they play Hampton.
WHEN: 6:00 PM
COST: $6-$10 if you don't pick up your student ticket
WHERE: Burr Gymnasium, 202-432-7328
Attack of the giant pandas
WHAT: Giant pandas Mei Xiang and Tian Tian. known as the zoo first couple,
make thei r debut.
WHEN: Ongoing
COST: Call for admission prices
WHERE: National Zoological Park, 3001 Connecticut Avenue, 202-357-2700

(___Wh
_ _at_to_w
_ a_tc_h_.._._)
onight, February 22
he Terminator, TNT: When conversations come up as to what was one of the best action
ovies. this 1984 classic might still be at the top of the list. Arnold Schwarzenegger stars as a
Ist-century automaton sent to present-day L.A. 10 assassinate a woman. Time: 8:00 PM
Brooklyn Babylon, BET: Similar to a modem day urban Romeo and Julier, an aspiring
West Indian hip-hop musician becomes involved with a Jewish woman despite the disaproval of their friends and relatives. Members of the Roots, including Black Thought as the
lead character will star in this film. Time: 8:00 PM
Dennis Miller Live, HBO: Over these last few months the "king of rant" cenainly has somehing to get off his chest. Pan Politically Incorrect pan Daivd Le11erman and funnier than
oth shows combined. Dennis Miller will be sure to give you insight as well as make you
laugh. Time: ll :30 PM
aturday, February 23
ough Enough, MTV: MTV and the WWF present the toughest reality show on television.
Watch as people see if they have what it takes 10 become the next Rock or Stone Cold Steve
'-\ustin. Time: 7:00 PM
he Trumpet Awards, T BS: Richard Roundtree, Nancy Wilson and James Avery host the
I0th annual salute to black excellence, taped January 7 at Atlanta's Georgia World Congress
enter. Performers include Oleta Adams, the Clark Atlanta University Orchest.ra, Melba
Moore, Freda Payne and Charley Pride. Erykah Badu, Roscoe Lee Browne, Larry King and
ladys Knight are among the presenters. Time: 7:00 PM
amie Foxx: I Might Need Security, HBO: The multi-talented singer, comedian, TV and
ovie actor returns 10 his stand-up roots. Watch to see if he's lost his stand-up touch, or ifhe
·till has what it takes to make a crowd roll on the floor in his first HBO comedy special in 8
cars. Time: 10:30 PM
unday, February 24
hawshank Redemption, TBS: Tim Robbins and Morgan Freeman star in director Frank
Darabont's Oscar-nominated l 994 adaptation of Stephen King's shon story about incarceraion. rriendship and lost hope. This movie earned Morgan Freeman an Academy Award nomination in 1994 and was also nominated for best picture. Time: 5:00 PM
ummer of Sam, FX: Spike Lee captures the life and times of New York City in the year of
1977. Al the time New York City was home 10 a record heat wave, another Yankee pennant
rive, a blackout and a looting spree. As if that weren't enough, a serial killer who claimed to
eceive his orders from a talking dog was also terrorizing the city. Time: 8:00 PM
Z, HBO: This award-winning drama series on life in the sing-sing is one of the most realisic and graphic shows on television. Watch to see what happens in the startling season-finale
o their fifth season. Time: 10:00 PM

Monday, February 25
Romeo Must Die, HBO: DMX and Jet-Li star in this exciting 2000 crime drama. The movie
also stars the late R&B singer Aaliyah in both her first and unfonunatcly one of her last
appearances in cinema. Time; 8:00 PM
Boston Public, FOX: Michael Rappapon takes on the role he is known for as he introduces
his class with the double standard of the word ''nigger." Controversy swirls at Winslow High
overthe reviled racial epithet, which becomes a heated subject of debate in a class taught by
the provocati ve Danny Ilanson (Michael Rapapon). Time: 8:00 PM
Real Sports with Bryant Gumbel, HBO: One of the realest and insightful sho\\S on television, Bryant Gumbel, along with other esteemed guest reponcrs. tackle the spons stories we
don't always hear about. This weeks segments will include a repon on the movement to ban
the game of dodgcball in schools. The show has been awarded 6 Emmy's for outstanding
spons journalism. Time: I 0:00 PM
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Health Insurers Meet 'John Q.'

What's Newsand Finanre
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Pleased Consumers
Taken as Good Sign
AUniversity of Michigan survey
of consumer attitudes reported that
customer satisfaction with a wide
variety of companies and brJnds
rose during the final months of 2001,
which should help to undel'J)in con•
sumer spending in the months
ahead, the universiti• says.
It was the lirst increase In 15
months for the over.ill index of customer satisfaction tracked by the
quarterly survey, which this lime
covered retail, linancial-services
companies and e-commerce. It was
also the highest level for the index
sin~ the final months of 2000. The
rise is largely attributed to heavy
prtce cutting, which bolsters customer satisfaction because il leads
consumers to feel that they are getting more for their money.
Kmart customers posted the
biggest leap in satisfacllon, a 10.4%
rise from the previous year. even as
the company was barreling toward a
bankruptcy filing. "There is a much
stronger emphasis on value shopping," says Tom Williams, a
spokesman for Wat-Mart Stores Inc..
which saw its score nt Sam's Club
stores tise 5.4% last year.
In an encouraging sign for the
ooonomy in the long run. a SUl'J)t·isingly strong run of producti\1ty
growth appears to be continuing in
2002. The Federal Reserve Board reported that overall industrial production slipped by 0.1% In January,
its smallest drop in six months. More
important. manufacturtng output
was nat for the month, even though
manufacturers slashed payrolls by
89.000jobs and continued to cut work
hours. EconomislS said this shows
manufacturers were able to get the
same output with fewer workers, a
signal that productivity continues its
rise.

'Wintel' Duo
Targets Cellphones

Producer Price Index
Wholesale prices for finished goods
declined 2.6% from January 2001
to January 2002.
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court for disregarding concerns
about diversity of content and media
consolidation. "This Is a radical, ide•
ologlcally drtven court dooision that
will lead to an explosion of mergers
the likes of which this country has
never seen." said Gene Kimmelman, co-director of Consumers
Union's Washington offire.

Disney Parks Draw
More U.S. Visitors
Walt Disney Co. is cautiously optimistic that domestic travelers are
ready to return to the company's
theme parks in near-nornial num•
bers. Attendance at the parks
slumped for the first few months after the Sept. 11 terrortst attackS. But
in the past few weeks, Disney says
hotel booklngs at its parkS In Orlando, Fla.. and Anaheim. Calif.,
have returned to normal levels.
Drawing ,1sitors from Latln America. Europe and Asia. however, is
still a problem. Such visits are down
nearly 509f rrom a year ago. At the
Walt Disney World Resort in Orlando, foreign visitation usually accounts for 207< or total attendance,
but this year may count for as little
as ttl'N, the company says.

Microsoft Col']). and Intel Corp ..
which cream orr the bulk of the profits in the personal-computer industry, hope 10 replicate that business
model In high-end mobile phones.
The two announced they are workIng together to design a "template"
for a high-end phone that they will license 10 mobile-phone makers, using Microsort software and Intel
chips. Though each company has individually promoted its wares to mobile-phone makers, with limited suc~ss, this is the first time they have
worked as a team.
For Microsor1. the blueprint pro\•ides another weapon against Nokia
Corp .. the world's biggest cellphone
maker, which is an increasingly
power[ul rival to lhe so[tware giant.
A"battle royate" between Nokia and
Microsoft will decide the future or
the mobile-phone Industry, said Ad·
naan Ahmad, a Umdon•based analyst with Menill Lynch. The two tech
Utans are increasingly competing
head-to-head In the market for cell•
phone software and are building alliances around their di[!ering vi•
sions or the wireless industry. Mr.
Ahmad believes that Microsoft wm
make slgniricant inroads into the
wireless market for corporate use.
and that Nolda will rule the consumer market.

Court Rejects Curbs
On Owning Media
A federal appeals court. in a ruling that could open the door to a new
round or media mergers, struck
down regulations that prevent companies rrom owning cable systems
and broadcast stations In the same
market. The court also ordered the
Federal Communications Commission to reconsider related rules keeping any television-station owner
from controlling more than 35% of
the national TV market. rr the ruling
stands, large cable companies such
as AOL Time Warner Inc. would be
free to acquire broadcast networks
such as General Electric Co.'s NBC,
a move AOL Chairman Steve Case
has said he would consider.
Consumer advocates blasted the

Few Sept. 11 Claims
Paid in N.Y.: Survey
Anew survey of small businesses
in lower Manhattan shows that only
5.2'7, or claims related to the Sept. II
terrorist attackS have thus far been
paid in full, 14.J'k have been partially paid and 60.4% are still being
processed and have yet to =Ive
payment. The remaining 20.1% of
business owners said they have received no payment at au. including
some whose claims were rejected
and others still awaiting word about
wt1ether they will receive any
money. The survey, conducted by the
Downtown Alliance. a business-improvement district. polled $61 small
businesses in lower Manhattan. The
insurers say they are doing their
best to handle the large volume or
claims from the attacks. which are
ex~cted to cost them between S30
blUion and S50 billion.

O dds & Ends
UTC FUeJ Cells. a unit or United
Technologies Corp., signed a watershed deal with Nissan Motor Co. to
develop fuel-cell technology for !u•
ture generations or automoblles.
Backers hope that hydrogen fuel-cell
technology will eventually replace
internal-combustion engines. ...
United Airlines reached a tentative
contract accord with the machinists
union. averting a threatened walkout.
By Jay Hershey
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• Professors hope the Enron debacle
will be an ethics lesson for aspiring
accountants.
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Movi.e Rips Into HMOs,
So Industry Buys Ads
Trying to Shift Blame
enzel Washington's new
movie about a desperate rather whO holds an emergency
room hostage when his son Is
denied a heart transplant has
sparked an interesting marketing question for health Insurers
and hospitals: Should they Ignore the
movie, attack it-or seize on It to promote their own agendas?
The orten-bashed HMO industry
has dooided to embrace it. sort of.
The American ASSociation or
Health Plans has launched an adver•
tising campaign that seekS to take the
movie's message and transform it
Into an agent for ilS own political bat·
tie. In the movie. the main character's son can't get the transplant he
needs because his employer-sponsored health insurance doesn't pay
for transplanlS, and thus the hospital
refuses to perform the surgery.
'It's a Crisis'
The day before the movie's release last week, the health-Insurance
lobbying group bought full-page ads
in Variety and the Hollywood Reporter-the first time the health in•
surers' group has ever advertised In
such showbiz publlcatlons. it says.
The ad reads, in part: "John Q. It's
not just a movie. It's a crisis for 4-0
million people who can't afford health
care... The ad goes on to blame Washington for failing to address the problem o!the uninsured and-like the fictional character John Q.-the underinsured.
"Sometimes it seems like health
plans are the only ones trying to
make health care more nffordable, •
says the ad. which complains that
politicians are busy proposing new
laws that only add extra coslS to
America's health-care bill. Chief
among its complainlS: new mandates
that rorce msurers and employers to
pay for things like mental health and
prescription contraceptives, and law,;
that make it easier to sue HMOs. The
health-plan association says thOse

D

moves push premiums up for
employers and consumers.
"We're not being defensive
here: we're trying to really
shine a spolllght on the problem," says Karen lgnagni, president or the health-plan association. which represenlS all or the
country's major health insurers and HMOs, including Aetna
Inc.. Cigna Corp. and United·
Health Group.
The film's director. Nick
cassavetes, says he didn't
mean to address such COll,)Plex
issues in "John Q." He says he
was caught by sul'J)rtse by the
number of folks in the healtll·
care industry who have complained about the mo,1e. As for the
health plans' ad, Mr. cassavetes
says, ·1 thought it was kind or nice:·
adding that i( his movie raises awareness and motivates people to talk
about solutions. he's glad.
There Is one !acct or the organtransplant debate the movie misses,
say many in the health-care industry,
and it has nothing to do with money.
"You don't get from the movie that
there Is a crttical organ donor short•
age, - laments Anne Paschke, spokeswoman for United Network for Organ
Sharing, a nonprofit organization
based in Richmond. Va. Says the
movie's Mr. Cassavetes about this
complaint: "OK. how many plat!o1ms
can a movie have?"
The insurance industry, meanwhile, got a glimpse of just haw damaging"John Q." could become 10 their
public image when Mr. Washington
appeared on the Oprah Winfrey Show
to promote the m0\1e. "Imagine being told that your insurance will not
cover the only treatment that could
save your child's life." Ms. Winfrey
tells her audien~. "It happens in the
movie ·John Q.' and it happens to real
people every day in this country."
An AAHP spokesman says such
comments ·serve as a poor substitute
£or a real debate on how to get 40 million Americans health insurance."
For the health-plan association.
the advertising campaign is an opportunity to rinaUy answer repeated Hol•
!\'Wood HMO-bashing that went
largely unanswered in the 1990s. A
few years ago. Helen Hunt disparaged her HMO for obstructing her

In mpon.<e to IM mo,;e 'John Q." (ohm<), " hooh/i.
in,um- group ha, pl,ic..d admris,menU (!,fl) IO
send a ~ IO wrisu and poluici<,n,.

asthmatic son's care in the movie" AS
Good As IL Gets." and won an Oscar
for her role. The AAHP created ads 10
place In movie theaters that said the
movie got it wrong and that HMOs
have actually improved the lives or
children with asthma by helping to
reduce emergency-room visits. But
the theater-a(lve1tising company rejected the ads, saying that they were
negative.
The hospital lobby, on the other
hand, shrugs orr the implications or
"John Q. ·• Even though the decision
not to do the surgery in "John Q. • ultimately reslS with a cold-hearted
hospital executive played by actress
Anne Heche. no hospital that can do a
transplant would fail to do It because
the patient can't pay. says Rick Wade,
a senior ,1ce president at the American Hospital Association.
Payments Considered
Still, thousands or Amertcans die
each year waiting for organ transplanlS. because there simply aren't
enough donors. In response, the med•
ical community and the federal government are edging closer to prescribing a controversial cure: payment for body partS.
Congress outlawed such compensation in 198-1, thwarting a Virginia
doctor whose company aimed to sell
kidneys from lh1ng donors. But because of the reality of shOrtages79,000 people are awaiting transplants, and 5,500 die on the waiting
list each year-payment no longer
IookS immoral to many doctors.
A committee of the American

Medical Association has begun designing a pilot program to test the errects or various motivators, including
payments for cadaveric organ donations. The committee. lhe AMA's innuenUal Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs. is convinced that moral
concerns over oqran payment are outweighed by the needs or patients.
Meanwhile, an advisory committee to U.S. Heallh and Human Services Secretary Tommy G. Thompson
is discussing ways to alleviate the organ shortage. It's also considering
whether to recommend that the ban
be lifted ror both cadavertc and li,•e
donors. An increasing number of living donors have been willing to give
up one or their kidneys or a piooe or
their liver to a loved one or friend in
recent years.
II the Al\lA endorses small re•
wards for donors or donor families.
Congress could g0 for it. says Dan w.
Brock. a member or the HHS ad,1sory
panel and a philosophy/ bioethics
proressor at Brown University.
But some believe that a payment
system could barkfire, reducing organ donation. "Donor families have
told us it's something they see as a
wonderful legacy," says Von Roebuck. a spokesman for the Cnll!ornia
Transplant Donor Network. which
handles organ procurement ln northern and central California. ·Because
folks see it asa gift, they would really
be deterred by putting a financial in~ntlve on It."
By wa• Street .IOU'nal staff reporters
Barbara Martinez and Bartlara carton.

Some Hirees
From 2001
Kept on Ice
or plenty or 2001 college graduates, the waiting game persists.
Numerous financial-services concerns. management
consultancies and other employers delayed their starting dates
for new grads hired last year. TI1en.
some postponed the start dates again.
And again. Now, those delays are
crimping the prospec!S for students
finishing college this spring.
Deloitte Consulting. ror instance,
has twice pushed back start dates for
about 200 graduates who linished
school in May 2001 and were hired as
systems analyslS. Malva Rabinowitz,
associate managing director or the
company's Amrricas group In New
York, blames the delays on the economy. The big consulling !irni gave
S5,000 to each new grad whose rail
start dates got deferred to January
2002. and $2,000 more for the second
deferral to this July. Graduates who
accepted the money were able to keep
It even if they decided to take other
Jobs afterward.
Partly due to the multiple delays.
Deloitte Consul ling plans £ewer job offers to this year's graduates: a little
over 500, compared with 1,500 last
year. "We're cognizant of what the
economy IookS like." says Ms. Rabi·
nowitz. "So we have to make decisions
based on our business needs."
Harvard Business School has
taken strong steps against companies
that have Imposed long delays on ilS
gTaduates' start dates. The school
says it has placed three such businesses on a two-year recruiUng probation. meaning they will be banned
rrom campus for a Cl'rtaln amount or
time if they commit another recruitIng infraction during that period. Harvard has already banned one company rrom recruiting on campus for
two years because it rescinded a job
offer. The school poslS the names of all
companies that have been banned or
placed on probation on an internal
Website.
Fewer graduates this spring may
experience delayed start dates. The
Darden Graduate School of Business
Administration at the University or
Virginia says consumer-produclS, energy and heallh-care companies have
increased their number or offers. and
so rar all plan for new hires to sta11 on
lime.
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Thousands of timely articles,
salary tables and tools,
plus 30,000+ jobs at the nations
hottest companies.

By Wall Street .loumal staff reporters

Kemba J. Ounllam and Rachel Emma
Silverman.

()2002 Dow Jon« & Company, Inc. All Right, Res<rved.
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H]LLTOPIC S
BASHMENT
BROTHERS PRESENT

O n March 6th
Ira, Jay, Chris ..Thanks for
ENVISION
everything that you did for
your ed ucation
'
ENVISION
me this year. Chris don't
your empowerment
sleep on me I'm serious.. you
ENV ISION
know what l'm about.
your excellence
Diahann thanks for the pep
ENVISION
talks and all..
LITTLEPAGE/SHABAZZ FOR

All H ILLTOPICS
NOlZE
a re d ue, paid in full, the
SAT2-23-02
Tuesday before
FEATURING
publication date. AnnounceSPYDA
ments by campus organiza- AT TNT CULTURAL CENTER SH UTTLE BUSES
tions for meetings, seminars
PROVIDED (11-1 AM)
or nonprofit are charged as
HUSA
QUAD, TOWERS,
--Nike
individuals advertising for
MERIDAN.
ENVISION
the
$7 W/COLLEGE ID
seeing
is believing
purpose of announcing a serSweetness, I'm missing
SI0 W/OUT
DOORS OPEN
vice, buying or selling are
you and wishing you were 1--- -- - -- -- -- - '
AT
charged $5 for the first 20
here by my side!
11 PM-4AM
words and $1 for every additional five words. Local com- 1---- -- -- -- - - 1
O n March 6th
Truckster 31
panies are charged $10 for
ENVISION
'I
first 20 words and $2 for
your education
every 5 words thereafter.
ENVISION
Personal ads are $2 for the
your empowerment
ATTENTlON NSBE
ENVISION
first 10 words and $1 for
MEMBERS!
your excellence
every additional 5 words.
Genral Body Meeting
ENVISION
LITTLEPAGE/SHABAZZ
Wednesday,
ANNOUNCEMENT
FOR HUSA
February 27, 2002 at
"Tribulation"
5:00pm
ENVISION
The Movie
seeing is believing
LKD Hall-Engineering
Come and find what will happen
Auditorium
according to the Bible when the

Diahann, thanks for all the support. I
didn't have space to do my inside shout
outs but they will return. Jon you ca1ne
through, although you were late, but I
can't wait to see what you hit then1 with in
the future.

The E.[.C.

-

world goes through its greatest
terroris attack in th chlstory of
HELP WANTED
mankind. This the event will happen, where do you stand ?
•- - -- -- - - -Accounting maj ors needed
Free movies, Free Refreshments.
Part-time employment
Plus, a bonus movie for our
summer inter n possiblities
Black History Month.
202-277-63664
See the
"Wonders of Africa"
after the tribulation movie.
Volunteers needed
Sat Feb 23rd 6:30
Geor gia Ave
at the Inter-Faith room at the
Community Festival
Quad.
202-277-6364
Sponsored by the
Navigator Christian Fellowship

CONCERT
PROMOTERS
WANTED

Spring Break with STS, Americas
#1 Student Tour Operator. Promote trips
$9.00 per hour call
on-campus earn cash
(202) 265-5125
and free trip.
Info/Reservation
800-648-4849
1---- - -- -- ---1
www.statravel.com
O ut of School this semester?
•
Help is needed in caring for
small child. Free accommadEMSL PRESENTS.....
tions and salary
ITS 2ND ANNUAL
Interested, please call Neru at
ENTERTAINMENT
(202) 246-6550
CONFERENCE
SATURDAY
FEBRUARY 23RD
RENT
10-4:J0PM IN
BLACKBURt"I CENTER
FOR MORE
Newly Renovated Basement
lNFORMATlON CONTACT
effeciency near
AlXA 202-882-5759
Petuortn Metro.
FULL TUTION SCHOLARSHIP Brand new appliances, separate entrances w/d $650
IF YOU WILL BE A JUNIOR
(utilities included).
OR SENlOR DURING THE
Perfect for students!
2002-2003 HAVE AT LEAST A
Call
(202) 726-8005 or email
3.0 CUMMULATIVE GPA AND
Spjlewis@hotmail.com
HAVE DEMONSTRATED

COM MUNJTY
INVOLVEMENT YOU ARE
ELIGIBLE FOR
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA
NELLIE M. QUANDER MEMORJAL SCHOLARSHIP. APPLICATIONS CAN BE PICKED UP
IN FOUNDER'S LIBRARY, THE
FINANCIAL AID OFFICE AND
THE INFORMATION DESK AT
THE BLACKBURN CENTER.
APPLICATION DEADLINE IS
FEBRUARY 28, 2002
Nsaa Dance Ensemble

On March 6th

ENVISION
your education

ENVISION
your empowerment

ENVISION
your excellence

ENVISION
LITTLEPAGE/SHABAZZ

FORH USA
ENVISION
seeing is believing

ATTENTION
School of Communication
Seniors
Please Contact
NIAMBI76@hotmail . com
IMPORTANT
GRADUATION DE'.l'AILS

Nike congratulations and
good luck. God knows you
will need it. Hold it down for

us.
Ira
Jeezy and Scott we bounced
back after they stole our
papers. They can't shut us up
just like they can't tell on us. - - - - ~.;.:.:..:;.;..:.;::.:.= ::...:::;.;...:~=;...:.~=--===:;:...;.;;;......:..::=:.c:::.:.:......--'----'
'rihe E.I.C
Big shout to Jozen. Congratulations with yourjob. Go light them up

On March 6th
ENVISION
your education

ENVISION
your empowerment

ENVISION
your excellence

ENVISION
LITTLEPAGE/SHABAZZ
FORHUSA
ENVISION
seeing is believing

has Krispy Kreme Doughnuts
February 22, 2002 for $3.00 a dozen 1 - - - -- - -- -- -1
or $.3 5 a doughnut
PERSONALS
Come and get them!!
Cory you get the first
Hilltop Budget Meeting Tuesdays
7pm

Thank you from me this
issue ... .love those back
massages...

---NIKE

O n March 6th
ENVISION
your education
ENVISION
your empowerment
ENVISION
your excellence
ENVISION
LITTLEPAGE/SHABAZZ
FORHUSA

NW. ::- Next
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M C I Cc ntor .
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LAD ES

$ 5 All NIGHT WITff VIP PASS OR FLYER
l£VEL -2

LEVEL 3

MUZIK NASHUN

8-MO• CLUB. HOUSC.
SOUTt<BIN aou,.,cr,

a s ~.. 90C>t. GALVt'SO

ENVISION
seeing is believing

www.palladiumdc.com

